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HOW CAN YOU TAKE A RISK
WITHOUT RISKING IT ALL?
WE HAVE IDEAS.™

Is this the right time to expand or
invest in your business? Let’s talk.
708.831.7335
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The Pangere Corporation
considers the most effective
methods in providing service
to our customers.
Trained and experienced
in facilitating helicopter
lifts for efficient and safe
material handling and having
done so for thousands of
lifts in the past 30 years
with no incidents is just
one example.

“MY SEEING EYE DOG, HOPE,
EXEMPLIFIES THE CULTURE
AND VALUES OF THE
PANGERE CORPORATION:

TRUST & EXECUTION.”
STEVE PANGERE, CEO
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27 VENTILATORS FOR A MANUFACTURING FACILITY ROOF PROJECT.
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Lastly, to the men and women working hard out there, we wish you all safe and successful completions to your projects. You’re the ones who really put the roofs over our heads,
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RDA investments in Northwest
Indiana are bringing jobs and
businesses to the region
and improving commuter
connectivity to Chicago.
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Dr. Raza Akbar

Dewey Pearman

Dr. Raza Akbar
is board certified in
Occupational Medicine
and is part of the
Community Care
Network of physicians.
Through Community
Healthcare System’s
Occupational Health, Dr.
Akbar partners with Northwest Indiana
employers to create a healthier workforce,
prevent work-related injuries, and reduce
worker’s compensation costs.

Dewey Pearman serves
as Executive Director for
the Construction Advancement Foundation. He has a
Master’s in Economics from
Indiana State University.
The foundation promotes
the union construction
industry of northwest
Indiana by helping to enhance its efficiency
and competitiveness via labor relations and
government management, education, training, safety and workforce development.

Elaine Bedel

Robert Half

Elaine Bedel is the
president of the Indiana
Economic Development
Corporation. She was
recognized as the 2015
Women Business Owner of
the year by the National
Association of Women
Business Owners (NAWBO).
Bedel is a graduate of Hanover College and
earned an MBA from Butler University.

Robert Half is the
world’s first and largest
specialized staffing firm,
providing skilled professionals in the fields of
accounting and finance and more. Headquartered in California, the company has
more than 400 locations worldwide.

Arthur C. Johnson II
Arthur Charles Johnson
II is a managing partner at
Johnson Ivancevich, LLP.
Arthur’s practice focuses
on civil litigation, labor,
employment, and construction law. He is licensed to
practice in the federal and
state courts of Indiana, as
well as the Northern District of Illinois, as
well as being a member of the Lake County,
Indiana, and American Bar Associations.

Development
on the Vine
Wine is Big Business
By Nick Dmitrovich

Based in Bloomington, Oliver Winery is
Indiana’s oldest and largest winery.

Midwest Economic
Policy Institute

The Midwest Economic
Policy Institute supports
dynamic research on major
subjects affecting Midwestern economies, specializing in infrastructure investment and the
construction industry.

On the Cover

Pictured top left to right are Jim Dyer, Berglund
Construction; Sarah K. Hempstead, Schmidt Associates;
William Hasse, Hasse Construction Company, Inc.;
Ken Miles, BMWC Constructors; Scott Olthoff, Core
Construction Of Indiana; Pictured bottom left to right
are Kevin Turner, Wurster Construction; Mike Mccann,
Pepper Construction Indiana; Jack Lashenik, Partner
American Structurepoint; Drew Peuquet, Chester, Inc.;
Jim Vermillion, The Pangere Corporation.
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B

ack in 2001, Indiana had 31 wineries.
techniques, to getting the word out about
Today, we have 116 with potentially
Indiana wines,” said Katie Barnett, Purdue
more on the way.
wine grape marketing specialist.
Wine and grapes are absolutely big
“(The industry’s) growth has had
business in Indiana. In 2016 (the
an impact that extends outside the
most recent data available), Indiindustry and into communities
ana was the nation’s 11th largest
throughout the state,” she said.
producer of bottled wine by the
“For example, the study estimates
gallon at 2.4 million in total.
that in 2016 Indiana had more
Recently, an economic imthan 630,000 wine-related tourpact study on the state’s wine
ists, and tourism expenditures reand grape industry was publated to wine were $94 million.”
lished by San Francisco-based
One of the most interesting
Frank, Rimerman and Co. LLP.
details contained within the study
It was commissioned by Indiana
was the way in which its authors
Wine Grape Council, Purdue
suggested that the measurable ecoUniversity Wine Grape Team,
nomic benefits of Indiana’s wine
and the Indiana Winery and
industry are, in and of themselves,
Vineyard Association. The reconservative in terms of the actual
port’s findings were nothing
value that the industry presents.
short of impressive, depicting
“Statistics alone do not adethe blossoming (pun intendquately measure the ined) of a highly profitable in- Butler Winery, founded in 1983, led the effort tangible value the wine
dustry over a relatively short to create the Indiana Wine Grape Council.
industry brings in terms
amount of time.
of overall enhanced
“What this study helped determine, and quality of life, limitation of urban sprawl
further confirm, is that the state is continuing and greater visibility for the state of Indiana
to move forward in all aspects of the industry worldwide. Accordingly, the figures provided
– from grape growing, winemaking styles and in this report should be viewed as a conserva-
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tive baseline measure of the economic impact,
as the true impact of the Indiana wine industry, including intangible benefits, is much
greater. That measure of economic impact is
approximately $604 million within the state of
Indiana, for an industry that is a unique partnership of history, nature, community, artistry and technology,” the authors said.

...the study estimates that
in 2016 Indiana had more
than 630,000 wine-related
tourists, and tourism
expenditures related to
wine were $94 million.
Furthermore, the way in which the industry supports endeavors such as agriculture
production, education, consulting, charity,
and ancillary industries such as equipment,
supplies, and services, are also expected to
grow alongside the continued increase in winery activity. Given that the number of wineries in the state grew 59 percent over just five
years earlier in this decade, it’s safe to assume
that Indiana will be harvesting increased benefits for the foreseeable future. ◆
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Business Buzz
Northwest
McDonald’s Investing
$168M in Indiana
McDonald’s and its franchisees are going to
be making a major push towards modernizing its
stores in both Indiana and the rest of the country.
Plans call for more than 270 Indiana stores to
receive interior and exterior makeovers, digital
menus, self-ordering kiosks, table service, curbside
pickup, and more as part of a $168 million upgrade.
In all, the company will be investing over $6 billion
throughout the country.

Society of Innovators
Partners with
University to Boost
Entrepreneurs
The Society of Innovators of Northwest Indiana
has entered into a collaboration agreement with
Purdue University Northwest. The non-profit
organization will now be known as The Society of
Innovators at Purdue Northwest. Under terms of the
agreement, PNW will serve as the host organization
for the Society. The Society’s headquarters will
be located at PNW’s Portage Meeting Facility,
while the Society will remain an independent
501(c)3 organization. The Society also will seek
opportunities to support and augment PNW’s
research and economic development efforts across
the region.

VU Introduces
Environmental
Engineering Degree
Valpo’s College of Engineering, ranked as one
of the top 15 undergraduate engineering programs
in the nation by U.S. News & World Report, will
expand its degree offerings with the development
of an environmental engineering major, available to
students beginning fall 2019.
Regionally, there is a significant need for
environmental engineers in Northwest Indiana
due to the presence of heavy industry, such as steel
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mills, and challenges around clean air and water.
Nationally, the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows a
solid job outlook, with a projected 8 percent increase
in jobs from 2016 to 2026.

Contract Services
Group Achieves
Quality Management
Accreditation
Hammond-based Contract Services Group
(CSG) has become certified to the new ISO standard.
ISO 9001 is the internationally recognized standard
for Quality Management Systems (QMS). It is the
most widely used QMS standard in the world, with
over 1.1 million certificates issued to organizations
in 178 countries. In simple terms, the accreditation
provides the basis for effective processes and effective
people to deliver an effective product or service time
after time. It helps businesses and organizations be
more efficient and improve customer satisfaction.
Contract Services Group provides quality
control support, assembly, light manufacturing,
packaging and warehousing services both onsite at client locations or in their own facilities in
Hammond, IN and Detroit, MI.

Gary/Chicago Airport
Celebrates New
Permanent U.S.
Customs Facility
More than 100 business, aviation and community
leaders and elected officials from around the region
- including U.S. Senator Joe Donnelly and City of
Gary Mayor Karen Freeman-Wilson - participated
in a grand opening celebration for a new, permanent
General Aviation U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) facility at the Gary/Chicago International
Airport (GYY). Airport users can now fly into Gary
from any destination in the world without having to
stop elsewhere to clear customs.
Under the direction of the GYY Authority Board,
the project’s construction manager, Lee Companies
of Gary, Indiana set aggressive minimum local hiring
requirements for construction of the new CBP facility
– and they far exceeded those requirements. In all,
the project invested over $1 million in the airport,
providing 79 construction jobs. 74 percent of the
workers hired reside in Lake or Porter counties,

and 37 percent of all construction contracts were
awarded to companies with an existing presence
in the City of Gary.

to $250,000K to
Mascot Hall of Fame
Museum

Wynright Corp., an Elk Grove Village, Illinoisbased company that provides intelligent material
handling systems, has announced plans to build
a new facility in Hobart’s NorthWind Crossings
Business Park. The new building reportedly
constitutes an $18.7 million investment and will
encompass 320,400 square feet. About 125 new
jobs are expected to be added as a result of the
investment, and over 240 existing jobs will be
retained. Construction is expected to begin this fall.

The Schrage Family and Centier Bank have
committed to a $250,000 Founding Partner
sponsorship to the City of Whiting’s Mascot Hall
of Fame, set to open later this year. In 1895, Henry
Schrage founded Centier Bank, then known as
Bank of Whiting, mere feet away from the Mascot
Hall of Fame’s entrance.
The Mascot Hall of Fame, entering the final
phases of completion, is a 25,000 square foot facility
that will feature fun and educational exhibits that
emphasize technology, engineering, science, art, and
mathematics. The interactive children’s museum
is expected to attract more than 50,000 visitors
annually to Whiting. The building is located at the
corner of Front and 119th streets, just southeast of
Whiting’s Lakefront Park.

ROSTA Relocates to
Benton Harbor

Developer Selected
for $30M Project

ROSTA, known worldwide for its professional
vibration isolation solutions, has relocated its U.S.
headquarters to 797 Ferguson Drive in Benton
Harbor, just off of the I-94 interchange. The
company started out solving suspension needs
for truck trailers, and now ROSTA rubber spring
elements are used in many industries. Company
officials have stated they remain committed
to immersing the company and employees in
local activities that promote the economic and
community development.

Flaherty & Collins Properties has been
selected by the City of La Porte Redevelopment
Commission to build a 200-unit multifamily

Illinois Firm Investing
$18.7M in Hobart

$340K Grant
Awarded to Michigan
City Municipal-Phillips
Field Airport
Congressman Visclosky announced that the
Department of Transportation’s Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has awarded a grant for the
Michigan City Municipal-Phillips Field Airport.
The $339,722 grant award supports updates to
the existing airport layout plan and an ongoing
environmental study to evaluate any potential
environmental impacts related to relocating U.S.
Highway 20 to improve the runway safety area.

Schrage Family &
Centier Bank Commit
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ACCREDITED
AFFORDABLE
CONVENIENT
You’re covered at
Schererville
Imaging Center!
We MEET the coverage
requirements of insurance plans
that refuse coverage for imaging
services performed at hospitalbased imaging centers.

Fully accredited,
state-of-the-art diagnostic
medical imaging at
affordable prices.

Open MRI
Computed Tomography (CT)
760 Burr Street, Schererville
219-864-2900 • ScherervilleImaging.com
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X-Ray
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Methodist Hospitals
Named One of
America’s Best Breast
Centers
Methodist Hospitals has been named one of
America’s Best Breast Centers by the Women’s
Choice Award®, America’s trusted referral source for
the best in healthcare. The award signifies that the
Northwest Indiana Breast Care Center at Methodist
Hospitals is in the top 8% of 4,812 U.S. hospitals
offering breast care services.
The methodology used to determine winners
is unique in that it evaluates Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems
(HCAHPS) survey results along with primary
research about women’s healthcare preferences. The
list of 384 award winners represents breast centers
that have met the highest standards of breast care
in the nation as set by the National Accreditation
Program for Breast Centers (NAPBC) and carry the
Breast Imaging Center of Excellence (BICOE) seal
from the American College of Radiology.

Safe Manufacturer
Establishing First
Midwest Facility in
Lake County
Blue Dot Safes, a U.S.-based custom safe
manufacturer and service provider, announced
plans to locate a new distribution and call center in
Lake County, creating 28 new jobs in Indiana. The
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California-based company is investing $1.25 million
to purchase, update and equip a 60,000-square-foot
facility at 430 Russell St. in Hammond. The new
facility, which is the company’s second location,
will be home to Blue Dot Safes’ 24/7, in-bound call
center and will also serve as its distribution and
fulfillment hub in the Midwest, shipping custom
commercial and gun safes across the country.
Scheduled to be fully operational this fall, the
company will completely renovate the exterior
façade of the building while investing in new
equipment and office furniture for the interior.
The IEDC offered Blue Dot Safes up to $210,000 in
conditional tax credits based on the company’s job
creation plans. The city of Hammond is supportive
of the project and has offered financial assistance
through its Business Facade Rebate program.

NIPSCO Completes
170-Mile, $600M
Electric Transmission
Line Projects
NIPSCO announced the completion of the new
100-mile Reynolds-Topeka electric transmission
line project, connecting NIPSCO’s Reynolds
substation (in Reynolds, IN), Burr Oak substation
(in Burr Oak, IN) and Hiple Substation (near
Topeka, IN).
The 345-kilovolt (kV) line will enhance
system reliability, offer environmental benefits by
increasing access to wind and solar energy, and
allow for greater access to supplies of electricity,
including improved access to lower-cost electricity
for customers. The project began in 2012, with
construction commencing in mid-2016.
This week also marks the completion of the
nearly 70-mile Greentown-Reynolds 765-kV line,
connecting the Greentown Station near Kokomo,
IN, to the Reynolds Station located in Reynolds, IN.
The projects had a combined cost of approximately
$600 million.

EnviroForensics
Announces New
Hammond Location
EnviroForensics,anIndianapolis-headquartered
environmental consulting, engineering and design
remediation firm with offices in Wisconsin,
Kentucky, and Southern Indiana announced that
they are opening a Northwest Indiana office in
Hammond. EnviroForensics is investing in the

Northwest Indiana area by strategically launching
this new office to clean-up environmental
contamination left from historical manufacturing
operations in the region and help make way for new
site development.

North Central
Building Products
Company Brings Life
Back to Closed Plant
Winona Building Products is excited to
announce it will be opening a Plymouth facility
in November 2018. Winona will be upgrading
the former Plymouth Food Processing Plant,
which was closed in 2017, to support more than
four manufacturing lines by 2022. In the next
three months, approximately $9,000,000 of Line
1 equipment and building improvements will be
installed for a November product launch. A total
of 40 new jobs will be created by the first quarter
of 2019 and will total more than 150 in four years.
Interviews and hiring are expected to begin within
the next few months.

Bearcat Adding New
Anodizing Line
In conjunction with First State Bank and the
Business Development Corp. of South Bend, IN, an
SBA 504 project financing package of $5.5 million
was provided to Bearcat Anodizing, LLC for the
purchase and installation of the new anodizing line.
As a result of the project, the company estimates
the creation of 16 new full-time employment
opportunities within the next two years.
Goshen-based Bearcat Corp. has been in
business since 1971 providing metal fabrication
needs for their customers across the United States.
In 2016, they formed Bearcat Anodizing, LLC to
own the project equipment which has allowed
Bearcat to bring their anodizing needs in-house,
providing them significant annual savings and
a heightened level of quality assurance for their
customers. Bearcat primarily provides products and
services to the RV and marine industries.

OrthoPediatrics Firm
Announces Expansion
of its Warsaw HQ
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OrthoPediatrics Corp. (NASDAQ:KIDS),
a company exclusively focused on advancing
the field of pediatric orthopedics, announced
the expansion of its Warsaw, IN headquarters.
The planned $1M expansion will double the
company’s existing warehouse while creating
additional open-concept office space and
dedicated training and education facilities. The
Indiana Economic Development Corporation
(IEDC) is a great supporter of this initiative.

Notre Dame Idea
Center Launches 27
Startup Companies in
First Year

Ribbon Cut on $42M
Tower in Downtown
Fort Wayne
The $42 million Skyline Tower project in
downtown Fort Wayne is officially finished. The
new building is 12 stories tall and has over 120
residential units. The First Merchants Corp.
(Nasdaq: FRME) regional headquarters is also
part of the new tower, as well as a Ruth’s Chris
Steakhouse. $2.8 million in Regional Cities
funding was used to help fund the project.
Construction began in 2016.

Italian Mozzarella
Producer Picks
Northeast Indiana for
First U.S. Operation
Golfo di Napoli Dairy announced plans to locate
a commercial organic cheese plant in Huntington
County, creating up to 35 new, high-wage jobs by
2021. The company is a newly-established venture,
and will be owned and operated by a team of
fourth generation cheese producers from Italy. The
company plans to invest $9.5 million to establish the
plant, constructing an approximately 3,000-square-

The IDEA Center at the University of Notre
Dame surpassed its goal of creating 16 faculty
and student startup companies in its first year by
launching 27 companies between July 2017 and
June 2018.
Among the 27 startups are companies involved
in health care, information technology, law and
media. Collectively, the companies raised more
than $4 million in investments or grants, created 83
new jobs, launched 23 products and generated more
than $500,000 in sales. Thirty-one of the 55 startup
company founders were Notre Dame students.

LOCAL FOCUS, NATIONAL PRESENCE

National Association
Picks Elkhart for
Training Institute
The RV Industry Association (RVIA) Board
of Directors approved a comprehensive strategic
plan to establish a headquarters and training
facility in the Elkhart area, where it will launch an
aggressive recruitment campaign to attract new
technicians into the RV industry.
The initial $10 million-dollar seed fund
will set up the RVTI training center and kickoff an aggressive three-year implementation of
technician training accreditation, curriculum
and credentialing, delivery, marketing and tech
recruiting/placement as well as repair event cycle
time reduction. The RV Industry Association will
provide the initial $5 million-dollar investment to
establish RVTI.

Northeast

Our team is committed to delivering the high-quality services of
a nationwide leader, while using a local workforce to customize
buildings that meet your needs and strengthen the community.

markets we serve

development in the heart of the City’s NewPorte
Landing redevelopment project.
Flaherty & Collins Properties plans to build
two buildings totaling approximately 167,000
square feet and creating 200 new living spaces. The
development will occur along the shores of Clear
Lake and will provide many unique amenities
such as a resort-style pool with wet deck, outdoor
courtyard featuring a fire pit and grilling station,
a pet wash and bark park, fitness center with
Fitness OnDemand technology, and bike storage
and repair. Apartments will feature granite
countertops, tile backsplashes in kitchen area,
and stainless-steel appliances. This development
represents a capital investment of more than
$30,000,000. The La Porte Redevelopment
Commission is supporting the project with tax
increment financing. Construction is set to begin
next summer with an opening set for late 2020.

commercial
education
hospitality
light industrial
manufacturing
multi-family
senior housing
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833 West Lincoln Highway
Suite 120W
Schererville, IN 46375
219.961.4325
COREConstruction.com
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foot plant on a 40-acre site along Interstate-69 at Exit
278 in Warren. The plant, which will utilize USDA
certified organic milk from Fair Oaks Farms, will
produce mozzarella, burrata, ricotta, provolone and
other cheeses made using the pasta filata technique,
which is traditionally used in the Naples region.
The Indiana Economic Development
Corporation (IEDC) offered Golfo di Napoli
Dairy up to $300,000 in conditional tax credits
based on the company’s job creation plans. The
Huntington County Board of Commissioners
approved additional grant funding at the request
of Huntington County Economic Development
Corporation.

IU Health Opens New
Office in Fort Wayne
Residents of the Fort Wayne area will gain a
new healthcare option with the opening of the first
Indiana University Health primary care office in
Fort Wayne. The 10,000-square-foot office on the
southwest side of Fort Wayne provides 20 exam
and procedure rooms and will initially be staffed by
two providers and 15 nurses, clinicians and support
personnel. Additional doctors and advanced
practice providers will be added in coming months
as patient volumes grow.
IU Health intends to establish a long-term
presence in the Fort Wayne market, with plans for
additional facilities that could include imaging, lab
and urgent care centers. The first IU Health medical
office in Fort Wayne was a Riley Children’s Health
specialty pediatric clinic that opened in early 2018.

Shindigz Has a New
Home in Fort Wayne
Party supply company Shindigz has announced
that it will be relocating its headquarters to the Harrison
Place building in Fort Wayne, at the corner of Wayne
and Harrison streets. The five-story, 33,000-squarefoot building will be rebranded into Shindigz Place and
about 50 employees will move there. Over the next few
years, company officials said that total could grow by
an additional 20 new employees.

$49M Electronic
Warfare Contract
Goes to Raytheon

The United States Army has awarded a $49
million contract modification to Raytheon Co.
in Fort Wayne. The company will be developing
and maintaining the Electronic Warfare Program
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Management Tool, which is intended to help army
officials help manage radio signals, jamming, and
other technologies. Essentially, it enables users to
filter friendly from enemy signals.

Master Spas
Expanding with 100+
New Jobs
Master Spas, one of the largest swim spa
manufacturers in the world, announced plans to
expand its operations in Allen County, creating
up to 107 new jobs by 2021. The Fort Wayneheadquartered company will invest $15.3 million
to purchase, equip and renovate the former Fort
Wayne Plastics facility at 510 Sumpter Drive. The
new facility, which is set to be the largest swim spa
manufacturing facility in the world, will increase the
company’s Fort Wayne footprint by six acres and
more than 150,000 square feet.
The IEDC offered Master Spas up to $550,000 in
conditional tax credits and up to $75,000 in training
grants based on the company’s job creation plans.
Northeast Indiana Works will provide the company
with additional hiring and training assistance.
The Allen County Council will also consider tax
phase-ins for eligible real and personal (equipment)
property investments.

Auto and Industrial
Part Manufacturer
Announces Expansion
Oji Intertech Inc., a Japan-owned automotive
and industrial parts manufacturer, announced plans
to expand its operations in Wabash County, creating
up to 33 new jobs by 2021. The company will invest
$4.5 million to double its 80,000-square-foot plant at
906 W. Hanley Road in North Manchester, adding
another 80,000 square feet to support its quicklygrowing U.S. client base.
The Indiana Economic Development
Corporation offered Oji Intertech up to $175,000
in conditional tax credits and $100,000 in training
grants based on the company’s job creation plans.
The town of North Manchester approved a 10-year
personal and real property tax abatement.

Clean-Tech Startup
Picks Northeast
Indiana

10X Engineered Materials LLC, a clean-tech
science and engineering startup company, announced
plans to establish operations in Wabash County,
creating 26 new, high-wage jobs by 2021. 10X will invest
more than $4 million to establish a 50,000-squarefoot operations center at 1162 Manchester Ave. in
Wabash, with plans to add another 22,000 square feet
to accommodate its growth.
The company, which was fueled by a financing
round led by Ohio-based NCT Ventures, will work
with insulation manufacturers in a complementary
separation process to produce new material
products from insulation byproducts. Construction
on its facility is scheduled to begin this year. The
IEDC has offered 10X up to $145,000 in conditional
tax credits and up to $100,000 in training grants
based on the company’s job creation plans.

Steel Dynamics
Completes Acquisition
of CSN Heartland Flat
Roll Operations
Steel Dynamics, Inc. (NASDAQ/GS:
STLD) announced the completion of the
acquisition of Heartland Steel Processing,
LLC (formerly known as Companhia
Siderurgica Nacional, LLC). Located in Terre
Haute, Indiana, Heartland produces various
types of higher-margin, flat roll steel by
further processing hot roll coils into pickle
and oil, cold roll, and galvanized products.
As previously announced, the purchase
price for Heartland was $400 million in
cash, inclusive of $60 million of normalized
working capital, and subject to customary
transaction purchase price adjustments. The
transaction was funded with available cash,
with an expectation of near-term earnings
and cash flow per share accretion.
The acquisition will expand Steel
Dynamics’ annual flat roll steel shipping
capacity to 8.4 million tons and total steel
shipping capability to 12.4 million tons.

Central
Indiana Historical
Society Awards $50K
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Efforts to preserve and share local history
are getting a boost from the Indiana Historical
Society’s (IHS’s) statewide Heritage Support
Grant program, made possible by a grant from
Lilly Endowment Inc. IHS is proud to award
grants to the Indiana Medical History Museum
and The Indiana Album Inc.

Largest Turkey
Hatchery in the World
Opens in Terre Haute
Select Genetics held an open house and
ribbon cutting ceremony for its new hatchery in
Terra Haute, Indiana, which is now the largest
turkey hatchery in the world. Visitors were able
to see a facility that was built with the highest
standards for hatching and delivering the best
quality poults. Currently equipped to set over
41 million eggs a year, its full capacity is 60
million eggs. The design incorporated thought
processes similar to a hospital to prevent the
introduction of diseases and to ensure the
welfare of the birds.

A SECOND
CHANCE
“When you use, you have
fallen so far that you can’t see
the light of day. You give up
all hope.
I think the only way that
people really make it out of
that deep pit, is somebody
sticks a ladder in there and
climbs down there with them.
That’s what I really admired
most about the Goodwill
Program.
It amazes me that it works.
And I’m amazed with the
happiness and joy that I feel
in my heart every day.”
David
See David’s Story at:
https://Goodwill-NI.org/Donate/David

Goodwill-NI.org

IU Health Medical
Center Ranked
Among Nation’s Top
Hospitals For 21st
Consecutive Year

Richard M. Fairbanks
Foundation Commits
Over $10.2 Million
To Support Drug
Prevention Education

U.S. News & World Report has released its
2018-2019 ‘Best Hospitals’ rankings that name
Indiana University Health Medical Center among
the nation’s top hospitals for the 21st consecutive
year. According to the U.S. News rankings,
IU Health Medical Center is the No. 1 ranked
hospital in Indiana and Indianapolis and the only
nationally ranked adult hospital in the state.

The Richard M. Fairbanks Foundation
has approved more than $10.2 million to help
students across 151 Marion County K-12
schools avoid substance use and improve
social and emotional well-being. The 24 grants
awarded through the Foundation’s Prevention
Matters initiative will help schools reach an
anticipated 71,112 children and teenagers
– about 44 percent of all Marion County
students – with proven prevention programs
by the 2020-2021 school year. The Foundation
launched Prevention Matters, a three-year
initiative to help schools identify, implement
and sustain evidence-based substance use
prevention programs, in January 2018.

Heartland Food
Products Investing
$32M
Heartland Food Products Group is making a $32
million investment to expand production capacity at
two of its facilities in central Indiana, into new production
and logistics equipment. As a result of the expansion, the
company plans to add up to 60 jobs by 2021.

Little Black Dress
FASHION SHOW
& BOUTIQUE
Friday Evening,
October 12
HALLS OF ST. GEORGE • SCHERERVILLE, IN

Shop 50% Off
Name Brand Merchandise Hand-Picked
from Goodwill’s 24 Retail Stores!

Hors d’oeuvres • Desserts
EVENT INFORMATION
$50.00 per ticket • (866) 649-7300
GoodwillFashionShow.com
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Finish Line and
Boys & Girls Clubs
Partner for Workforce
Development
Programs
The Finish Line Youth Foundation is excited to
announce a new partnership with Boys & Girls Clubs
of America. This new partnership will impact the
development of America’s future workforce by supporting
Boys & Girls Clubs of America and local Clubs in
the delivery of high-quality workforce development
programming. Finish Line stores will provide handson career exploration to give Club kids and teens a fun,
behind the scenes look at a potential first job.

Marian Receives First
NIH Grant to Study
Rosacea
The Marian University College of Osteopathic
Medicine (MU-COM) has received a grant for
over $300,000 to research rosacea, a common
skin disorder of unknown cause that causes facial
redness and inflammation in about 16 million
Americans. The funding is the university’s first
from the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The
research will be led by Kristen Metzler-Wilson,
PT, Ph.D., associate professor of neuroscience
and pharmacology, and Thad Wilson, Ph.D.,
professor of physiology.

FloSource Relocates,
Plans to Add 10 Jobs
FloSource, a certified women’s business
enterprise distributor of valve components and
other steam instruments, has announced plans
to relocate its operations from Martinsville to
Mooresville during the middle of next year. As
a result, the company will be adding 10 jobs.
Company officials commented the new location
was chosen to capitalize on the benefits being
created by the expansion of I-69.

Heritage Group
Launches Corporate
Venture Arm
The Heritage Group (THG) launched HG
Ventures, a new corporate venture arm with the
capacity to make game-changing investments that
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will position THG for future growth and business
line expansion. Although not structured as a venture
fund of specific size, the magnitude of investment
activity for HG Ventures is expected to reach $50
million per year within a short time after launch.

Nine13sports Moves
to New HQ
Nine13sports, an Indy-based nonprofit that
promotes community health and fitness, has
announced that it will be moving into a new
headquarters in the city. The company has entered
into a long-term agreement to move into a 10,500
square foot building on 29th Street, just west of
Martin Luther King Jr. St.
The new Nine13sports Headquarters will
streamline operations and daily logistics. It consists
of almost 2,000 square feet of mixed-use office
space including a full repair shop for equipment.
The remaining 8,000+ square feet will house
the company’s fleet of Sprinters, the new Kids
Building Bikes trailer, the truck fleet, and provide
programming opportunities both immediately and
in 2019 and beyond.

Frito-Lay Announces
$159M Expansion
Frankfort, Clinton County, and state officials
announced PepsiCo’s Frito-Lay division will invest
$159 million, providing 50 new jobs in Frankfort to
enhance its current operations to add two new snack
production lines, as well as a warehouse expansion
to allow strategic space for growth.
City officials have proposed a real and personal
property tax abatement to bring this investment and
jobs to the community. Additionally, the Indiana
Economic Development Corporation offered FritoLay up to $550,000 in conditional tax credits based
on the company’s job creation plans.

Australian Company
Chooses Indiana For
First U.S. Location
SalesPond, a global lead generation, sales, data and
marketing solutions provider, announced plans to establish
its first U.S.-based location in Indiana, creating 36 new, highwage jobs by 2023. The Sydney-based company, which has
additional locations in Australia, Brazil, India, Indonesia,
Korea, Japan and New Zealand, will invest $493,000 to lease
and equip office space in the Circle Tower building at 55

Monument Circle in Indianapolis.
The IEDC offered SalesPond up to $400,000 in
conditional tax credits based on the company’s job
creation plans.

Two New Urban
Developments
announced in
Indianapolis
Local real estate development firm Litz & Eaton
Development Company announces the final two of
four major developments the company is bringing
to downtown Indianapolis in 2018: The Portofino
and Fall Creek Townhomes.
Located on the corner of Delaware Street and Fall
Creek Parkway Drive S., Fall Creek Townhomes, a
five-unit townhouse development, offers residents
the opportunity to customize over 2,100 square feet
of living space, including a private two-car garage,
and the option for up to four bedrooms.
The Portofino will feature five urban singlefamily homes and is located in the highly soughtafter neighborhood of Fletcher Place near Warsaw
and East Streets. Residents will be within walking
distance from many of Indianapolis’ popular
destinations, including Lucas Oil Stadium, Bankers
Life Fieldhouse and Fountain Square, as well as
companies like Eli Lilly, Anthem and Farm Bureau.

ROI Search Group, a nationwide executive search,
talent management and consulting firm, announced
plans to expand its operations in Hamilton County,
creating up to 25 new, high-wage jobs by 2022. ROI
Search Group, which is located at 10475 Crosspoint
Blvd. in Fishers, will invest $100,000 to expand its
headquarters’ operations, adding another 2,000 square
feet to accommodate the firm’s growth. The new and
renovated space will house additional offices as well as
training and conference rooms. The IEDC offered ROI
Search Group LLC up to $1.025 million in conditional
tax credits based on the company’s job creation plans.
The city of Fishers will consider additional incentives.

Southwest
Indiana Institutions
Working Together
on Microelectronics
Cybersecurity

ACMS Group meets needs
with state-of-the-art
consulting, design, and
contracting services. For
more than two decades,
we have led construction
projects for a variety of
major corporations and
the engineering and
construction firms that
partner with them.
· Project/Construction
Management
· Staffing
· Safety Services
· Capital/Maintenance
Services
· Engineering Services
· Inspection Services
· Concrete Refectory
· Epoxy Specialists

The Indiana Innovation Institute (IN3) and
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division

Convention Center
and Hotel Coming to
Kokomo

Structural • Plate
Bar • Tubing • Pipe
Grating • Sheet
Cold Finished Bar
Expanded Metal

The Dora Hotel Company will construct a
123-room Hilton Garden Inn near Superior and
Union streets in Kokomo. The hotel will connect
to a 22,000-square-foot conference center. The
development comes after extensive study and analysis.
A Downtown Master Plan suggested that a hotel/
conference center would be a positive addition to the
city center, followed by a favorable analysis specific to
the project’s feasibility. The project’s partners include
Dora Hotel Company, City of Kokomo, Howard
County government, Greater Kokomo Visitors
Bureau, Greater Kokomo Economic Development
Alliance and the Kokomo Automotive Museum.

Staffing and
Consulting Firm
Adding High-Wage
Jobs
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ACMS Group
10769 Broadway #333
Crown Point, IN 46307
Phone: (219) 662-2380
Fax: (219) 662-2384
info@acmsgroup.com
www.acmsgroup.com

Services we provide:
Oxy-Fuel & Plasma Plate Cutting
Production Cutting
Mitre/Saw Cutting
Galvanizing
Grinding
Shearing
Northern Indiana • Chicagoland • Southwest Michigan
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(NSWC Crane) have joined forces with Purdue
University and Indiana University in a cooperative
research and development agreement to develop
trusted microelectronics that are counterfeit
resistant and immune to a wide variety of attacks.
Securing the nation’s semiconductor supply chain
has national security implications and affects many
Indiana companies which use microelectronics in
their products.
The agreement supports a recent $2.3 million
contract awarded by IN3 to Purdue University that
focuses on developing technologies that address
liability, security and anti-counterfeiting in the
supply of semiconductors to the U.S. Department
of Defense (DoD). Indiana University and the
University of Notre Dame are subcontractors on
the research contract and the work is in support of
NSWC Crane.

Vectren Shareholders
Approve Merger with
CenterPoint Energy
Shareholders of Vectren Corporation
(NYSE:VVC) approved the merger of CenterPoint
Energy and Vectren Corporation during a special
shareholders meeting held to conduct a vote on
matters relating to the proposed $6 billion merger.
The proposal to approve the merger was supported
by 61.6 percent of Vectren Corporation’s outstanding
common shares entitled to vote, or more than 95
percent of the shares voted.
Subject to receipt of remaining approvals,
the company continues to anticipate that the
closing of the merger will occur no later than
the first quarter of 2019.

$18M Railcar
Facility Opens

Eagle Railcar Services, an independent provider
of railcar repair services, cut the ribbon on the
company’s first Indiana facility in Daviess County,
which has already created more than 100 new
Hoosier jobs. The company, which is headquartered
in Eastland, Texas, is investing more than $18
million to establish and equip a 150,000-squarefoot railcar repair and maintenance facility at
1723 W. Walnut St. in Washington. Eagle Railcar
Services started construction in 2016, revamping
an existing 80,000-square-foot facility and its on-site
rail infrastructure that was previously home to BW
Services and required significant demolition and
renovations. The company, which is now operational
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in southwest Indiana, is also constructing 70,000
square feet of new structures, which are scheduled
to be completed by the end of this year.
The IEDC offered Eagle Railcar Services
up to $600,000 in conditional tax credits, up to
$150,000 in training grants, and up to $2.95 million
in conditional tax credits from the Industrial
Recovery Tax Credit (DINO) program. The city
of Washington approved additional incentives
at the request of the Daviess County Economic
Development Corporation (DCEDC).

$550,000 in conditional tax credits based on the
company’s job creation and investment plans. The
city of Evansville will consider additional incentives
at the request of the Growth Alliance for Greater
Evansville.

$70M Stone Family
Center for Health
Sciences Opens

Centra Credit Union
Announces New
Columbus HQ

The University of Southern Indiana, alongside
the Indiana University School of Medicine and
the University of Evansville, officially marked the
opening of the Stone Family Center for Health
Sciences at a ceremony in downtown Evansville.
USI classes in the Stone Center will begin with
the start of the fall 2018 semester. A collaborative
effort between the three universities, the Stone
Center will hold the Indiana University School of
Medicine – Evansville as well as programs for both
the University of Evansville and USI. More than
250 USI graduate-level students in the Masters
of Science in Occupational Therapy, Masters of
Science in Nursing and Doctor of Nursing Practice
programs, and 120 undergraduate, senior nursing
students will utilize the Stone Center.

Centra Credit Union announced plans for a
new 55,000 square foot corporate headquarters
building on Columbus’ west side. The new building
will house approximately 150 back office support
employees. The new building will be constructed on
the same campus as Centra’s existing headquarters.
Centra will be working with the firm Ratio
Design to begin plans for the new building. The
firm has worked on other projects in Columbus
and is familiar with the city’s history of design
and architecture. Columbus-based construction
management firm, Force Construction Co. Inc. was
also selected for the project. Centra expects to begin
designing the new building as soon as possible with
plans to complete the building by early 2020.

Polymer Producer
Announces 50+ New
Jobs
EnCom Polymers Inc., a compounder of
high performance polymers for multiple
industries, announced plans to expand its
headquarters in southwest Indiana, creating
up to 56 new jobs by 2021.
The privately-owned business will invest more
than $14.9 million to purchase and upgrade the
58,000-square-foot building at 4825 N. Sprint St. in
Evansville that it is currently leasing. The renovations
will also include the installation of new, state-of-theart equipment, including four production lines,
a lab line, an injection molder and a full testing
laboratory, allowing EnCom to produce its custom
plastics products in-house rather than relying on
out-of-state manufacturers.
The IEDC offered EnCom Polymers up to
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IL Company Acquires
Columbus Distribution
Firm
L&W Supply Corporation, a leading specialty
distributor of drywall, ceiling systems, steel framing
and other building materials used by commercial
and residential contractors, announced the
acquisition of Rose & Walker Supply. Rose & Walker
is a five-branch distribution company based out of
Columbus, Indiana. The family owned business
started in 1986 and provides drywall products,
metal studs, ceiling systems and insulation. Rose &
Walker has branches in Bloomington, Columbus,
Lafayette, Indianapolis and Terre Haute, Indiana.
With this acquisition, L&W Supply will now operate
163 locations in 35 states.
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the financial goals they envision for each stage of their life. With decades
of experience, Centier Financial Partners can help you build and safeguard
a better future for your greatest assets. We proudly serve our clients
with knowledge, care, and integrity and provide the depth and planning
necessary to craft a robust and long-lasting plan for your financial future.
No matter how simple or complex your needs, you can count on Centier
Financial Partners to provide superior solutions.
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People News
BUSINESS
ArcelorMittal Announces
New North American CEO
Brad Davey was appointed chief executive
officer for ArcelorMittal
North America. He previously served as vice
Davey
president of ArcelorMittal, chief marketing officer ArcelorMittal
North America, and head of global automotive. Davey joined Dofasco in 1986
as a member of its technology department. In the next 15 years, he progressed
through various roles in manufacturing
and technology. Since 2001, he has held
commercial positions of increasing responsibility in marketing and sales.
NONPROFIT
Pangere Family Honored for
Philanthropy
Steve and Georgiann
Pangere were recently
honored by The Chicago Lighthouse for their
philanthropic support for
Pangere
individuals living with visual impairments and blindness. The organization awarded the couple its Beacon
of Light award for the endeavors taken
on by The Pangere Center for Inherited
Retinal Diseases. The center conducts
research, diagnosing, testing and more
for various kinds of retinal diseases.
Steve Pangere is the president and CEO
of The Pangere Corporation, a construction firm, and Georgiann is a nationally-known musician.
HEALTHCARE
IU Health Plans Names VP of
Medical Operations
Geovani Bonilla has
joined Indiana University Health Plans as vice
president of medical operations. He will overBonilla
see the plan’s pharmacy,
quality and utilization management programs and collaborate with IU Health
Plans’ network partners to improve care
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and cost outcomes. Bonilla previously
was director of utilization management
for Johns Hopkins Healthcare. He holds
a Master of Business Administration degree from University of Maryland Robert
H. Smith School of Business and a bachelor’s degree in healthcare administration
from Barry University in Miami.
HEALTHCARE
Methodist Hospitals Welcomes Two New Specialists
Methodist Hospitals
is pleased to announce
the addition of two new
specialists, Dr. William
Conte, and Dr. Veda McConte
Ghee-Lewis. Dr. Conte’s
is a neurologist from the
University of Chicago.
His areas of expertise include multiple sclerosis,
neuroimmunology, neuromyelitis optica, (NMO,
NMO-SD, Devic’s disMcGhee-Lewis
ease), transverse myelitis,
neuroinfectious disease, and neurologic
complications of autoimmune disease.
Dr. McGhee-Lewis’s areas of expertise
include Pregnancy, Annual Gynecology
Exams and Pap Smear, Gynecologic Surgeries and Pelvic Pain. She is Board Certified in Obstetrics and Gynecology and
is Fellowship trained by the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
BUSINESS
Simon Property Group Announces New CFO
Simon, a global leader
in shopping, dining, entertainment and mixed-use
destinations, announced
that Brian McDade will
McDade
succeed Andy Juster as the
company’s executive vice president and
chief financial officer. Brian has been with
the Company for 14 years, serving in various senior finance and accounting roles
with increasing complexity and responsibility, most recently serving as the company’s senior vice president and treasurer.

BUSINESS
New President and COO of
the Business Development
Corporation
The Business Development Corporation (BDC)
is proud to announce the
new appointment of ElizWittling
abeth (Beth) Wittling as
President and COO. She has been with
the BDC since 2005 and formerly served
as Vice President, Operations Manager and Senior Loan Closing Officer. She
also brings over 20 years of banking
experience (Retail Banker, Business
Banking Associate) and is a graduate of
the S outh B end Chamber of C ommerce
Leadership Program.
FINANCE
Centier Bank Names New
Vice President, Trust Officer
Centier
Bank
announced the appointment
of Maryann K. McCauley
as Vice President, Trust
Officer of the Wealth
McCauley
Management Department.
In her role, McCauley will work with clients and beneficiaries regarding the administration of personal trusts, special
needs trusts, estates, guardianships, and
investment management accounts. McCauley practiced law for 17 years before
joining Centier and has experience in
advising clients in regards to trust and
estate planning and administration. McCauley has been a member of the Munster Chamber of Commerce since 2003
where she has served as a Board Member
since 2012 and now serves as Secretary.

Patel currently serves as Chief Operating Officer of the GuideWell Enterprise
and Florida Blue, as well as President of
GuideWell Health. Prior to his current
role, he served as Chief Executive Officer
of Access Mediquip and has held executive roles with Magellan Health Services,
Internet Healthcare Group, and Scheer &
Company.
HEALTHCARE
Community Health Network Names New CFO
Community Health Network announced Kyle Fisher,
its former chief retail and innovation officer and chief executive officer for Visionary
Fisher
Enterprises, Inc. (VEI), has
been named the network’s chief financial officer.
Fisher has more than 30 years of experience in
finance, new business development, strategic
planning and organizational leadership. He
joined VEI in 2008 as chief operating officer
and assumed the role of CEO in 2009, leading the corporation’s operations in Indiana,
Michigan, and Ohio.

HEALTHCARE
IU Health Names VP of IT
and Innovation
Sulabh Srivastava has joined
Indiana University Health as
vice president of information
technology and innovation.
Srivastava previously was chief
Srivastava
technology officer at Sparrow
Health System in Lansing, Mich. He holds a
master’s in business administration degree from
Michigan State University and a bachelor’s in civil
engineering from Nagpur University in India.
BUSINESS
Hoosier Energy Announces
New CEO
The Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc.
recently announced Donna
Walker as its next President
and CEO. Walker previously
Walker
served in various roles there,
including CFO and executive vice president.
Her previous experience includes a manager
position with Coopers & Lybrand LLP.

LEGAL
Barnes & Thornburg Partner
to Become Federal Judge for
Northern Indiana
President Donald J.
Trump
has
nominated Barnes & Thornburg
LLP partner Damon R .
Leichty
Leichty to become a federal judge for the United States District
C ourt for the Northern District of Indiana. For nearly 20 years, Leichty has
represented clients in complex civil litigation in more than 25 federal and state
jurisdictions across the United States.
He regularly counsels manufacturers on
product liability, non-competition and
other contracts, warnings, warranties,
and various strategies to develop and
market good products. Leichty routinely advises on federal practice and procedure and has presented on the topic.
He is an adjunct professor at the University of Notre Dame L aw S chool.
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HEALTHCARE
Anthem Names New VP and
President of its Diversified
Business Group
Anthem, Inc. (NYSE:ANTM)
announced
Prakash Patel, M.D., has
been named Executive
Patel
Vice President and President, Diversified Business Group. Dr.
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Tonn and Blank Construction: Proud building partner for the
Franciscan Health Michigan City Replacement Facility

tonnandblank.com
800-871-1555
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Photo Feature
Whitley County Commissioners George Schrumpf, Don Amber, Tom Western; Whitley County Redevelopment
Chairman Jim Argerbright; and Northeastern REMC President & CEO Eric Jung celebrate the new business
locating in Park 30 Business Center.

Medical Device Manufacturer Constructs
New Facility in Park 30 Business Center
The Whitley County Economic Development Corporation (EDC) and Wright Medical Group N.V.,
a global medical device manufacturer, recently announced the company will build a new research
and development facility in Whitley County, creating up to 20 new, high-wage jobs.
Wright Medical Group N.V. is a recognized leader of surgical solutions for the upper extremity
(shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand), lower extremity (foot and ankle) and biologics markets, three of
the fastest growing segments in orthopedics.

Lilly Opens New
R&D Facility

Pictured are (l to r): Brandy Jackson, Director of Growing Kids Learning Center in Plymouth; Julie Clarke, Chief
Operating Officer Growing Kids Learning Center; Linda Yoder, Marshall County Community Foundation Executive
Director; Mark Senter, Mayor of Plymouth; Emily Magagula, Area Director Growing Kids Learning Center.

Long Awaited Projects Soon
to Make a Splash in Plymouth
Years of planning, strategic financing, and unique partnerships with 13 separate
entities are resulting in two exceptional projects coming to Plymouth and Marshall County;
the Aquatic Center and the Early Childhood Learning Center. These projects just off US 30 in
west Plymouth are a combined $10.6 million capital investment.

Ground Broken for Purdue University
Northwest’s $40M Bioscience Innovation Building

Eli Lilly and Co. has opened its new Small
Molecule Design and Development
(SMDD) facility in Indianapolis. The
130,000-square-foot building features
laboratories where researchers
utilize advanced technologies
to accelerate the development
of new medicines.

Pictured left to right: College of Engineering and Sciences Dean Kenneth (Chris) Holford; Director of Northwest
Indiana Engagement Timothy Sanders; PNW biology student Kelley Sharp; Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
and Provost Ralph O. Mueller; Chancellor Thomas L. Keon; Indiana State Representative Hal Slager; College of
Nursing Dean Lisa Hopp; Hammond Mayor Thomas M. McDermott Jr.; Purdue University Board of Trustees
member Malcolm S. DeKryger; and Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration Stephen R. Turner.
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Partners gathered on Friday to
unveil the new Dunes Learning
Center propane-fueled bus.
Those celebrating included
(l-r) Signature Graphics Client
Relationship Director Donna
Lind, Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore Superintendent Paul
Labovitz, Northwest Indiana
Regional Development Authority
Communications Manager David
Wellman, Dunes Learning Center
Board of Directors President Dr.
Deb Backhus, South Shore Clean
Cities Executive Director Carl
Lisek and Dunes Learning Center
Executive Director Geof Benson.

From left to right, Daniel
Richins, Lincoln Tech
Campus President,
Rod Rushing, VP and
President, Building
Solutions, North America
at Johnson Controls,
and Scott Shaw, CEO at
Lincoln Tech, cut a ribbon
to celebrate the kickoff of
a workforce development
partnership between
Lincoln Tech and
Johnson Controls.

Partners Unveil New Dunes Learning Center Propane Bus
Johnson Controls and Lincoln Tech
Launch New Training Partnership
Johnson Controls and Lincoln Tech kicked off their partnership to build the technical workforce of
the future at Lincoln Tech’s Indianapolis campus. This was the first of ten classroom launches that
will be held in the coming months at Lincoln Tech classrooms across the country.
Upon completion of HVAC and electrical systems curriculums at Lincoln Tech, students will
have an opportunity to pursue careers with industry leader Johnson Controls.

Dunes Learning Center and its partners unveiled a new propane-powered school bus for use in transporting students participating in
its environmental education programs. The vehicle purchase was made possible in part through a $75,000 grant acquired in partnership
with Dunes Learning Center, South Shore Clean Cities, and the Regional Development Authority and funds from donors and Indiana
Dunes National Lakeshore. Propane-fueled school buses create up to 20 percent less nitrogen oxide, up to 60 percent less carbon
monoxide, and up to 24 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions than diesel-fueled school buses, according to ROUSH CleanTech.
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$600M Investment Coming to Cement Plant in Mitchell
W

contract safety and rescue

EXCELLENCE

AR

R

THE MOST TRUSTED

A

Lehigh Hanson, Inc.
announced plans for modernization and expansion
of its Lehigh Cement Company plant in Mitchell. The
plant modernization project
will increase production
capacity while also significantly reducing energy
usage and emissions.

D WINN

E

services company

JOB-SITE SAFETY, LTD
3617 E. US Highway 12
Michigan City, IN 46360
(877) 785-6274
JobSiteSafety.org
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State of The Industry

It’s Ultimately
a Problem
for Everyone

It’s not
could have been achieved in a
consider construction.
that the construction
single day.
What the indusThe shortage’s imtry needs – alongindustry lacks anything
pact on the housing
side our existing
that young job seekers want,
market is probably
workforce deit’s that young people aren’t being velopment enthe biggest example
shown all it has to offer.
of how a lack of labor
deavors – is a
is directly driving
rebranding. We
up consumer costs.
need to emphaCurrently, U.S. home
size that conprices are rising at a
struction has all
DEWEY PEARMAN
rate much faster than
the attributes that
Executive Director,
average incomes are rising,
young
workers are
Construction Advancement
partly fueled by a decrease in
seeking: opportunities
Foundation (CAF)
supply. New home construction is
near one of the lowest levels its been in
the last 60 years of record keeping, according to the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas
City. Home builders are reporting they simply don’t have enough workers to meet the
demand, and thus prices of existing homes
are creeping higher.
The National Association of Home
Builders predicts about 900,000 single-family houses will be built this year (2018).
About 1.2 million homes will be needed to
keep up with consumer demand, however,
resulting in a significant shortfall and higher price tags for the homes that are part of
the available inventory.

The Workforce Shortage
is Expensive
By Dewey Pearman, Executive Director,
Construction Advancement Foundation (CAF)

T

he construction industry has a marked
need for an infusion of young blood into
the workforce.
Across the country, the number of young construction workers declined by nearly 30 percent
over the eleven-year period between 2005 and
2016, according to U.S. Census data compiled by
BuildZoom, a contractor website with access to
hundreds of millions of permits and license records. This rapid decline has been detrimental for
contractors and project owners alike, as the labor
needs have made a significant impact on costs.

The Scope of the Problem
While contractors across the entire country
are affected by this issue, the problem is a bit
more compounded for certain specialties and
regions. Last year, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and USG Corporation published data on
construction’s workforce needs using material
from Dodge Data and Analytics, a market intelligence platform for the industry. Their findings
show that:
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• Nearly two-thirds (61 percent) of all U.S. contractors report difficultly finding skilled workers.
• Over two-thirds (69 percent) of small firms
reported difficulty finding skilled workers,
compared with 59 percent of midsize firms
and 50 percent of large firms.
• A significantly higher percentage of contractors in the U.S. Midwest (60 percent), West
(60 percent) and South (58 percent) are concerned about adequate skill levels than contractors in the Northeast (41 percent).
• Almost all contractors (93 percent) say they
are concerned about the cost of skilled labor.

Top categories of skilled labor with the
greatest shortages:
• Concrete
• Interior finishes/millwork
• Masonry
• Electrical
• Plumbing
Almost half of all contractors surveyed said
they expect this problem to worsen.

How This Affects Us All
The most obvious way this workforce
shortage is impacting the average citizen is
by driving up costs. It’s doing this on multiple
fronts: in both the direct construction costs
for consumers and secondary costs passed on
to consumers by other market sectors. For example, when an airport costs more to build,
eventually those expenses will find their way
down to passengers’ wallets.
The ripple effect is much more pronounced
when you realize that increased building costs
for places like laboratories, hospitals, schools,
municipal buildings, businesses, roadways,
and much more, will all eventually translate
into increased costs for everyone.
It’s also making projects take a lot longer.
Even routine phases of projects, like estimating, are typically taking more time than they
should if given adequate staffing. Several
national construction associations have reported it can take as long as eight to 10 weeks
to find available workers when in the past it
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for continued development, great wages and
benefits, increased use of advanced technology on the jobsite, better safety records than
ever before, solid job placement rates, and
job security.
It’s not that the construction industry
lacks anything that young job seekers want,
it’s that young people aren’t being shown
all it has to offer. If we’re going to have any
hope of closing the gap on our workforce
shortage, we’re going to have to shift cultural perceptions of the industry from dirty,
difficult, and dangerous to smarter, safer,
and stronger. ◆

Are They Just All Lazy?
It would be way too simplistic to chalk
up the disinterest of younger workers to any
single root cause, particularly with regard to
frequently-cited stereotypes about the demographic. Construction presents quality
careers with very livable wages – things that
every employee desires. What is quite notable
about this situation though is the relative indifference young people seem to have about
careers in the industry. Perhaps the problem
is not one arising out of laziness, but the ways
in which careers in the field are marketed to
prospective employees.
Young people are not being enticed into the
construction industry in the same ways they’re
drawn into other fields. They see construction
as dangerous hard work, often in unforgiving
conditions. When weighed against an example
like the technology sector, which boasts comparably high wages to construction, typically safer
indoor working conditions, and a cultural perception as being progressive and forward-thinking, it’s plain to see why many individuals never

Facing the industry’s toughest
challenges head-on
You want a contractor who can keep you a step ahead.
Graycor Industrial brings over eight decades of experience to the
power, metals and process markets. We deliver expertise for your
toughest challenges, self performance capabilities for your most
sophisticated jobs, and planning for the long term. Think beyond
what you need today. Start building something more.
Call (630) 684-7110

Industrial Constructors Inc.
Metals
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Rule of Law

Contracting into
Liability
Language Makes All the Difference

3
“Comply with all legal requirements
relating to safety.”

Based on these terms, the court found
the general contractor intended to assume
a duty to keep the workplace safe.
The court also examined the contract
to determine whether the GC had a sufficient level of control to impose liability.
If the GC did not have a sufficient level of
control, no liability would exist. In Ryan,
the court pointed to the contract’s terms
that afforded the GC “complete and exclusive control over the means, methods,
sequences and techniques of construction.” Under the contract, the GC also assumed responsibility for the performance
of the work of the subcontractors and any
acts or omissions in connection with the
subs’ performance.
Additionally, the GC agreed to provide
all material, equipment, tools and labor

ONCE YOU’RE IN,
YOU’RE IN FOR GOOD

If a contract is found to demonstrate
the GC’s intent to assume a duty
of care, then the GC is liable if it
breaches its duty. Once the GC has
assumed such a duty, it cannot
delegate it to other parties (e.g.
subcontractors).
ARTHUR C. JOHNSON II
Managing Partner, Johnson
Ivancevich, LLP

needed to complete the project. Finally,
the GC was charged with the duty of designating a safety representative to perform
inspections and hold safety meetings with
contractors. Based on all of the language,
the court found that the GC was contractually obligated and had a duty to provide a
safe work environment and could be found
liable if it breached its duty to do so.
GC’s then are in the unenviable position that they can contract into liability
when they assume a duty but cannot contract out of it. This is not to say that subcontractors and other individuals may
not be comparatively at fault. But while
comparative fault may limit damages, it
does not eliminate the expense associated
with litigation.
While most folks should be careful
what they wish for, GCs should be careful
what they contract for as they could be in
for an unpleasant surprise. ◆

For more legal topics stories, check out
BuildingIndiana.com.

By Arthur C. Johnson II, Managing Partner,
Johnson Ivancevich, LLP

M

odern day construction is ruled by
contracts. Long gone are the days
when a handshake was all that was
needed to start a project. While this change
has led to greater clarification regarding the
various responsibilities on a construction
site, it can also have unintended consequences if the language is not thoroughly reviewed
and considered.
Generally speaking, Indiana’s longstanding
rules is that a General Contractor (“GC”) will
not be held responsible for the negligence of an
independent contractor (e.g. a sub). A GC then
owes no duty of care to a subcontractor’s employee, including the safety of a subcontractor’s
employee, much less a sub-subcontractor. An
exception to these general principles is when a
contractual obligation imposes a specific duty
on the GC. If a contract affirmatively declares
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the intent to assume a duty of care, an actionable negligence claim may arise and be based
upon that affirmative contractual duty. In other
words, if a contract is found to demonstrate the
GC’s intent to assume a duty of care, then the
GC is liable if it breaches its duty. Once the GC
has assumed such a duty, it cannot delegate it
to other parties (e.g. subcontractors).
The $40,000 question is what language
creates the duty? Given that the specific language and facts determine the GC’s duty for
safety, what is the magic language the Indiana Supreme Court found sufficient to create
the duty?
In Ryan v. TCI Architects/Engineers/
Contractors, Inc., et al., an employee of a
sub-subcontractor injured on the job sued
TCI, the GC, alleging that the contract between TCI and the owner created a duty to

provide a safe work environment and that
TCI breached its duty. In Ryan, the language the court considered in the contract
between the owner and GC was:

1
Assume responsibility for implementing and monitoring all safety precautions
and programs related to the performance”
of the project;

2
Designate a safety representative
“to supervise the implementation and
monitoring of all safety precautions and
programs” related to the project; and...
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The Bottom Line

Cybersecurity:
Worth the
Investment?
Depends on What You’re
Willing to Lose

As of January of this year, roughly 14 million U.S. businesses had been
breached, in one form or another. Interestingly, human errors are a big part
of the problem here. Employees should be trained in basic security practices
(PhishMe). For example, over 90 percent of attacks begin when a person clicks
something from a fake email. This innocuous little action can give an invader all
of the information they need to get into the rest of your systems, and hackers are
getting really talented at making fake emails look authentic.
It also turns out that most people are terrible at coming up with strong passwords, and companies overwhelmingly fail to backup their data, in general. All
of which can be easily remedied if people took a few additional precautions.

Time for Better Defenses
In any case, companies both large and small need to understand the impact
a hack can have on their bottom line. Breaches can, in fact, be the end of a company. All we need to do, even though it sounds basic, is to start protecting our
digital properties with the same zeal we protect our real-world ones. Enhanced
security could mean the difference between success and failure for many, just like
personal protective gear is no-brainer for anyone involved in a hazardous occupation. It can be the difference between a near miss and a tragedy. ◆

Let’s show the world what
we can do together.
Day by day. Project by project.
Together we’re engineering
clean water and preserving the
world’s most valuable resource.

Share your thoughts. Join the conversation on our Facebook page
at facebook.com/buildingindiana!

By Nick Dmitrovich

High-Profile Hoosier Hacks

L

ots of companies are very attentive to the
safety of their physical assets. Things like
people, specialized equipment, and products are often kept properly trained, secured,
and protected. But when it comes to digital
assets, many business leaders have a bad habit
of glazing over the subject because it’s a rather
abstract resource; albeit one whose absence can
cripple a company just as equally as any other
type of property.
Given all the news we see about data breaches
and cybersecurity on a weekly basis, two major
questions emerge. Just how worried should we
be about a data breach? And how much can one
really cost the average company were it to occur?

There are a couple of solid facts to consider, though. Experts with IBM have quantified the average cost of a data breach as being the highest in U.S. versus anywhere else
in the world. Also, it takes an average of 197
days to discover a breach has happened, and
typically an additional 69 days to shore up
the breach. In that time, depending on the
scale of your business operations, your company could lose anywhere from hundreds of
thousands to millions of dollars.
IBM’s research suggested that a hack can cost
about $148 per data record stolen – but it’s important to remember that thousands of data records can be stolen in seconds. Globally, the total
impact of a hack on a company averages out to be
What’ll it Cost?
over $3.8 million. In the U.S. though, that figure is
The financial impact a hack could have on a
much higher. An average 2018 data breach
company is a difficult thing to quantify –
in the U.S. costs an average of over
much like how a burglar would get
$7.9 million.
away with different sized hauls in
Larger companies may
different neighborhoods. Some
incur more damages, while
people have a lot of gold in
smaller ones may see less.
their mattresses and like to
But, relatively speaking,
leave their doors unlocked,
it’s a sucker punch to the
Source: IBM
others have beloved family
throat for any business in
pit bulls. So, it varies.
the end.

A hack
can cost about
$148 per data
record stolen.
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What’re the Odds?
When we began looking into statistics about
the likelihood of an average company becoming a
victim of a hack, we were confident in our mindset that the sheer number of businesses throughout the world would be enough to insulate us
from threat. A heard-mentally, if you will. There
are much larger firms out there than ours, surely?
Well, we were totally wrong. Nine of ten
businesses will experience at least one hacking
incident in a given year, according to data gathered by the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company (HSB), a Connecticut-based
firm that surveyed over a hundred risk managers.
Their survey sample came from small, medium,
and large sized companies across a whole range of
different industries.
“U.S. businesses are under constant assault,”
said Eric Cernak, cyber practice leader with HSB.
Hacks are a daily activity in the modern business world, and they’re only growing. The FBI’s
cybercrimes division reports that more than 4,000
ransomware attacks (a type of attack where your
digital property is basically held hostage) take
place on a daily basis. Also, well over 30,000 websites are hacked each day, according to Sophos, an
English, software, antivirus, and encryption firm.
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JANUARY 2018 Hancock Health in Greenfield was forced to
pay a $50,000 ransom to hackers who held patient data
hostage. Attackers were able to get access to the data via a
vendor’s account.
MARCH 2017 The Indiana Department of Education was among 144
universities and numerous businesses, government entities, and
others targeted by Iranian cyberattackers. The stolen information,
including academic research in
technology, medicine, and
other sciences, was valued at
$3.4 billion.
FEBRUARY 2015 Anthem
made history when 78.8

Building a Better World
for All of Us
Engineers | Architects | Planners | Scientists

million of its customers
were hacked. It was
the largest health care

sehinc.com • 800.325.2055

breach ever.
Sources: IndyStar, Scientific American
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Small Business

Nobody’s Calling?

What Kind of First
Impression Is Your
Company Making?

Make Your Company More Attractive to Applicants

By Nick Dmitrovich

C

ompanies across a multitude of different
industries are all facing a similar issue;
they have open jobs but aren’t getting
the kind of response from potential candidates
they’d expected. This is particularly true for organizations with less-than-enticing open positions - the down-and-dirty industries - despite
the fact that most of them offer outstanding
compensation and benefits.

So, what happened? Has
everyone gotten lazy?
No, there are still plenty of hard-working
men and women looking for jobs out there.
What’s really changed is that, for possibly the
first time in several decades, companies across
industries are in competition with one another for applicants. Rather than simply posting
a “help wanted” sign, companies now have to
market their open positions with the same kind
of mindset they promote any other aspect of
their business.
Unemployment is at a near all-time low in
Indiana right now and the rest of the country
is setting similar records, giving talented candidates in need of a job plenty of options to choose
from. It’s a buyer’s market, so to speak.
In order for your company to stand out among
all the others trolling the same talent pool, you’re
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going to have to do some hyping. Let’s take a look
at some methods that will help you out.

Where are You Posting
Your Listings?
If your own company’s website is the only
place your posting your open job listings, that’s
not going to be enough to get noticed. Even
using popular job sites like Career Builder or
Monster isn’t enough, as much of today’s younger candidates turn increasingly to social media
outlets for their searches. So, you’re going to
have to get social about your open jobs.
Companies with a social media presence
are reportedly 58 percent more likely to attract
top talent (LinkedIn, Altimeter Group). It’s easy
to add the “Jobs” tab to your firm’s Facebook
page, maximize use of LinkedIn’s recruitment
tools, and spread the word about your available
positions using your Twitter network. In fact,
if you really want to find the right individuals
for your business, you should make use of all of
those outlets.
Additionally, it’s important to pay attention
to what people are saying about your company
across sites that enable folks to post reviews.
Glassdoor, for example, could be full of negative
statements from former employees that could
drive off new ones.

How’s Your Job
Description Coming
Across?
If the specific language you use in the
text of your job offer comes across as intimidating or daunting, it’s probably going to
drive away some candidates. This can be a
little tricky to manage, because the job description has to remain accurate to the nature of the work.
One suggestion is to be tactful about
the type of qualifications that you list as
desired. If you list too many, nobody’s going to meet those requirements. Too few
and it’ll be too vague. Demographically
speaking, the types of qualifications you
list can affect the gender of the individuals who actually apply. The Harvard Business Review found, for example, that men
apply for a job when they meet only 60%
of the qualifications, but women apply
only if they meet 100% of them.
So, you should phrase your desired qualifications in such a was as to provide flexibility with your demands, to open the possibility for more individuals to feel like they
meet your standards. As an example, you
could say “familiarity with QuickBooks” instead of “proficiency with QuickBooks.”
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They say it’s important to make a great first
impression when you’re applying for a job – but
it goes both ways. Your company needs to make
a great first impression if you hope to get talented people to apply.
Most often, the first impression people have
of your company will come from your website.
What does your website say about your company’s culture?
Are there images on your company’s site
(and/or social media sites) that depict what
working at your company is actually like? Are
there images of smiling employees or maybe
photos from one of your events?
Also, it shouldn’t be difficult to apply for a job.
However you choose to intake new résumés, whether
it be online, in person, or by email, you should make
it easy for the applicant to reach the right person. A
website that’s clunky or difficult to navigate is going to
set a really bad impression for your company. And if
you’re asking people to fax in a copy of their materials,
well, you can just forget it.

Unusual Places to Post Help-Wanted Ads
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathroom stalls
Event signage
Taxi cabs and busses
Escalators and elevators
Door hangers
Stickers on fruit at
grocery stores

Wanted

BCC
BURKE COSTANZA & CARBERRY

LLP

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Advisors you want.
Advocates you need.

You Need to Sell It

What You Need. What We Do.

It’s not as easy as it used to be to find qualified
people for your open positions anymore. You’re going to have to sell those openings in much the same
way you would sell any of your other services or activities. Keep in mind that many of today’s job seekers
have plenty of options. Make sure that your company
stands out from the crowd as being a place where
workers will actually want to be every day. ◆
For more small business topics and ideas,
visit BuildingIndiana.com.

Help

Sources: The Balance, Building Indiana

What Kind of an Impact is
Your Company Making?
More than ever, it’s important to employees
that their company make a positive impact on
the world. Beyond your services, product offerings, or day-to-day operations, applicants are
going to what to see what kind of activities your
company does within its community.
There are several added benefits to this, as it’s
not only helpful for recruiting but also for publicity and brand awareness as well. When your
business does take a role in a community endeavor, you should be sharing details from that
event online and throughout the local media.
It’ll help your company look great in the eyes of
customers and future applicants alike.

• Bottoms of your shoes
(to leave footprints)
• Written on money
• Branded materials
distributed to the
homeless

Business Law
Business Litigation
Personal Injury
Construction Law
Labor Law

Estate Planning
Immigration
Family Law
Commercial Real Estate
and much more...

9191 Broadway | Merrillville, IN 46410 | t. 219.769.1313
156 Washington St. | Valparaiso, IN 46383 | t. 219.531.0134
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Facts & Stats

THINGS ARE LOOKIN’ UP
FOR U.S. BUILDERS
Construction spending is projected to
exceed $1.42 TRILLION in 2021.

Union workers
earn 25 percent
more than non-union
workers.

Construction’s portion of Indiana’s GDP in 2017:

$11.21 BILLION
That’s about 3% of the state’s total GDP.
Source: Statista

In 2016, new construction put in place
in the U.S. was valued at around $1.16
TRILLION.

Source: IU Northwest Dept. of Economics

In 2011, the total was around $788
BILLION, the lowest level in a decade.

What Impacts Project
Productivity the Most?
50% of construction project
productivity problems arise
because of logistics.

Construction, extraction, and
maintenance occupations

10
account for about

of Indiana’s total workforce.

Source: U.S. Census

20.0%

Parts / Service / Sales

20.0%
and up
15-19.9%
10-14.9%
5.0-9.9%

Source: MCAA

4.9% or
less

South Holland, IL & Bolingbrook, IL • (630)972-0330

Source: BLS

Industry

Around 30% of work performed
by construction companies is
actually rework, or fixing an
incorrect job.

28.9% of the construction
industry is Hispanic or
Latino and that number has
only increased over time.

Source: MCSER

%
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Union Membership by State, 2017,
All Industries

Construction
It’s Cheaper to Get
it Right the First Time is a Diverse

Source: Statista

SALES & SERVICE, LLC

Indiana had 266,000 union members in 2017.

Quiet Down Out There!

60%

90%

90% of exterior noise
enters through windows.

of construction
companies that are not investing
in any new technologies.

Source: JB Knowledge
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Source: Power PR
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Mass Production

How to Capture
More Profits
After the Sale

•
•
•

Signs of Growth Coming
Experts are predicting that the new model
of servitization is only going to grow for modern
manufacturers, perhaps even becoming just as important as the production side of their operations.
For example, Frost & Sullivan, a global research
and consulting organization based in California,
predicts that “revenues for the calibration and repair services market are expected to reach $3.98
billion by 2022” around the globe, particularly as
new technology becomes more widely used.
The rise in smarter factory methods is definitely going to be a major driver of the servitization
movement. The “internet of things” (IoT), where
equipment and materials become increasingly
connected to the internet, is a central component
of this model. Perhaps not surprisingly, both servitization and IoT usage are inexorably linked and
are expected to rise alongside one another.
“The fully servitized model, where a manufacturer may deliver a piece of equipment as
a service, charging based on usage or through

What is Servitization?
By Nick Dmitrovich

I

f you’re the owner of a manufacturing company and haven’t heard the term “servitization” yet, you’re not alone. Our publication studies industry news every day, and the
term only caught our attention a few weeks
ago when new survey data was released that
detailed how companies can increase their
likelihood of profitability by as much as 24
percent through servitization.

What is servitization?
Most manufacturers are accustomed to
the traditional model of the industry, that is
producing and selling a product. For many,
that’s the extent of their business model. Servitization is the expansion of manufacturing
and product-focused companies into service
contracts that take place long after the initial
sale concludes.
The rise of so-called “smarter” equipment
has led to a major increase in servitization.
New internet-enabled technologies that allow
firms to monitor their equipment remotely has
enabled manufacturers to develop service packages for their clients based on condition and
maintenance needs. This has been a great way
for manufacturers to keep revenue streams open
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during a time when new product development
has slowed.
“OEMs may find untapped goldmines in aftermarket services by strengthening their core
business in parts, repair, and maintenance,” according to analysts with McKinsey & Company,
a global management and consulting firm based
in New York. (Ambadipudi, et. al)
“The appeal of this strategy is simple: services provide stable revenue—and often higher
margins—than sales of new equipment. One
analysis across 30 industries showed that average earnings-before-interest-and-taxes (EBIT)
margin for aftermarket services was 25 percent,
compared to 10 percent for new equipment,”
McKinsey analysts noted.

How Many Manufacturers
are Adopting this Trend?
New survey data published earlier this summer contained a breakdown of the manufacturing industry’s implementation of servitization.
IFS, a firm domestically headquartered in Illinois that develops software for clients around
the world, surveyed over 200 manufacturing executives to learn more about how they’re making use of the trend.

22 percent of medical device manufacturers
5 percent of metal fabrication businesses
5 percent of companies in the oil and
gas industry

revenue sharing with their customer, requires a
high degree of technological sophistication,” IFS
Senior, North America, Tom DeVroy said.
Given that the “high degree of technological
sophistication” is widely expected to see greater

Average earningsbefore-interest-andtaxes margins for
aftermarket services
is 25%, compared
to 10% for new
equipment.
Source: McKinsey & Company

use over the next decade, in part due to the fact
that it will be boosting company productivity by
over 30% (Capgemini) it’s safe to assume more
manufacturers will be offering lines of service

Among its key findings, the IFS survey
found that companies offering annual aftermarket service contracts are 24 percent more likely
to report profitability than those doing reactive
field service work.
A large portion of manufacturers have yet to
make the shift into additional service offerings,
but many are beginning to develop broader offerings. Among its results, the survey found:
• 38 percent of respondents sold only
products, with no aftermarket or other
service revenues.
• 19 percent sold products and some
aftermarket service parts.
• 15 percent sold products and
aftermarket field service through
break-fix repair.
• 16 percent sold planned maintenance
contracts with service level
agreements (SLAs).
• Only 4 percent of respondents reported
full servitization - selling products on a
subscription rather than a discrete item
through power-by-the-hour, fee-for-usage, or revenue sharing agreements.
• Companies operating in the fully-servitized business model include:
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alongside their products. Even those companies who will be slow to adopt the new service
model have a lot to gain from connecting their
products to the digital world, if only for better
reporting and monitoring.
“Even companies selling annual maintenance contracts or break-fix repair can benefit from integrating IoT data streams with
their field service management software to
improve responsiveness, automate the dispatch of technicians based on conditions of
the product or just to gain an understanding
of how their customer is using their products
so they can sell to them more effectively,”
DeVroy said.
One thing’s for sure no matter how you
look at it, there is a whole lot of opportunity headed this way for manufacturers. Not
only will technology be giving them greater insight into how their products function
and are used by customers, they may very
well have an entire new service attribute to
their industry. ◆

For more manufacturing topics and other
stories, check out BuildingIndiana.com.

design | build | finance
219.465.7555 | chesterinc.com
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Cover Story

Results of
the Repeal
Did it Work?

INDUSTRIES SERVED

By Nick Dmitrovich with data from the
w w w. a m e x n o o t e r. c o m

Midwest Economic Policy Institute

Your

Preferred
Choice

A

few weeks ago, Indiana passed the third
anniversary mark since state legislators
repealed the common construction
wage law. Back in July of 2015, when the repeal
went into effect, the intent was to provide financial relief for taxpayer-funded projects by reducing costs associated with construction wages.
At the time, former Governor Mike Pence,
a major supporter of the repeal, said that “wages on public projects should be set by the marketplace and not by government bureaucracy.”
During the campaign to get the repeal passed,
supporters said the bill would help “cashstrapped” schools and other institutions keep
project costs down.
So, now that a few years have gone by and data
has had the chance to be developed, the big question is: Did it work? Did the repeal save public institutions the money it was supposed to?
Earlier this year, a report from the Midwest
Economic Policy Institute (MEPI) straightforwardly titled “Effects of Repealing Common
Construction Wage in Indiana” detailed the
types of changes the repeal brought about across
ten different construction market attributes.
MEPI specializes in infrastructure investment
and construction industry research.
To put it plainly, their report was a brutal
look at the decision’s shortcomings and the damage its done to the construction industry.
“Repeal of common construction wage has
led to a host of negative impacts on workers
and the construction industry – including lower wages and more income inequality – while
failing to deliver any meaningful cost savings or
increased bid competition promised by those in
favor of repeal,” researchers wrote.
Let’s take a look at the ten construction outcomes that researchers studied and how they
have been impacted.
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Refinery and Petroleum
Chemical
Steel
Power
Food
Alternative Fuel
Plant Maintenance

Contractor

AMEX NOOTER is an aggressive unionized prime
mechanical contractor providing service and quality
since its founding in 1979, utilizing the following skilled
craftsmen in Northeast Illinois and Northwest Indiana:

1. Construction
Wages
Right off the bat, it’s fairly plain
to see the people most impacted by
the repeal are Indiana construction
workers themselves, and vicariously their families. Just how much? A
straight-up loss of 8.5 percent, even
accounting for all the various factors
that affect a person’s hourly wage
(such as age, race, union membership,
and other factors).
This wasn’t just a fact reflected in
this report alone, it was actually predicted in additional research reports
published at various times before and
after the repeal went into effect (MEPI,
Manzo, Bruno, Littlehale, et. al)

2. Wage Inequality
When you look at the impact on
wages for all workers, as mentioned
in the section above, you see an 8.5
percent decrease in average hourly
wages. But that figure is not uniform
among all demographics, and the lowest-income workers are experiencing

a much more pronounced loss.
“Common construction wage acted like
a minimum wage for skilled construction
workers, reducing income inequality by
stabilizing the wage floor,” the report said.
Now that it’s gone, hourly earnings for individuals in the lower income quadrant (bottom 25 percent) are experiencing losses of
15.1 percent.

3. Worker Skill Levels
After the repeal, Indiana’s percentage of
lower-skilled workers went up by about 4.5
percent. Interestingly, researchers noted
that neighboring states saw a slight decrease
in lower-skilled labor, indicating that some
of those individuals made their way into the
Hoosier state.
“Repeal of common construction wage
could explain almost all the difference between Indiana, which saw an increase in the
low-skill share of construction workers, and
the three neighboring states that had and
maintained their prevailing wage, which cumulatively experienced a decrease in these
less-educated workers,” the report stated.
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4. Veterans in Construction
Indiana has seen approximately a 1.3 percentage-point drop in the number of veterans employed in construction occupations since the repeal, but researchers were quick to point out this figure isn’t statistically significant. They
said the lower wages may have reduced the appeal of construction jobs, but this
is only a weak correlation and more data is needed to determine the full scope
of the impact.

5. Worker Productivity
To get a gauge of worker productivity in construction, researchers
looked at GDP per employee in the industry as a metric. Between 2014
and 2016, Indiana workers produced a GDP increase of 4.4 percent, or
roughly $2,900 annually.
In our neighboring states of Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio, the growth rate
was about 9.8 percent, or about $7,000. This means that Indiana’s growth is
lagging behind our neighbors with prevailing wage laws. Statically, our productivity grew by 5.3 percentage points less than our neighbors.

6. Worker Turnover
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the corresponding decrease in construction wages produced an uptick in the industry’s turnover rate. In the year after the
repeal, Indiana’s turnover rate increased by 0.9 percent, according to quarterly workforce indicators from the U.S. Census Bureau. Interestingly, our
neighboring states experienced a 0.3 percent decline in employee turnover.
“As wages decreased and low-skill employees entered the workforce,
more productive workers may have exited the industry in search of another
career that offers a middle-class lifestyle,” the report said.
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• Pipefitters
• Millwrights
• Ironworkers
• Boilermakers

• Operating Engineers
• Teamsters
• Laborers
• Carpenters

We have the expertise, experience
and resources to perform:
• Process and power piping fabrication and erection
• Mechanical and process equipment rigging, erection
and alignment
• Instrumentation
• Boiler erection and repair
• Complete plant maintenance services
• Construction management and general contracting
• Full service fab shop as well as value engineering
SAFETY
Safety is a key player on the Amex team. We are very proud
of our Safety record. Amex employs 6 full time Safety professionals, our Corporate Safety Director and 5 Field Safety
Supervisors. Amex is very conscious of safety and loss control and believes Safety awareness is job one! This attitude
not only benefits Amex, but our clients as well.
If you are searching for a prime mechanical contractor to
combine safety, cost control, quality, production and professionalism with modern construction methods,
we believe you will be satisfied with
AMEX NOOTER, LLC. We offer the value that only
experience can provide.

Call Us Today!
INDIANA
1636 Summer Street
Hammond, IN 46320
219-937-6100

ILLINOIS
18501 Maple Creek Drive,
Suite 900, Tinley Park, IL 60477
708-429-8300

AMEX NOOTER, LLC A Subsidiary of Nooter Construction
w w w. a m e x n o o t e r. c o m
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there were an average of 2.9 bidders for each
public project.

10. Public School Projects

And finally, the kicker. Did the repeal
lower project costs for Indiana’s public in9. Union Market Share
stitutions? No. There’s been relatively no
Prior to the signing, supporters of the repeal change at all.
argued that the common construction wage faIn examining bid wins and costs for over 330
vored labor unions. They had argued that repeal- public school construction projects throughout
northern Indiana, researchers found
that “The average cost per project built
Construction worker wages decreased
with common construction wage was
substantially 18 months after repeal of
not statistically different than the average cost per project built without comIndiana’s Common Construction Wage
mon construction wage. Repeal has neither reduced the market share of union
2014
contractors nor lowered construction
costs for taxpayers.”

8.5%

Counter to what supporters of the repeal
had hoped for, the growth rate for individuals
employed on public works projects slowed
in Indiana compared to our neighbors with
prevailing wage laws. Specifically, our rate
of growth was about 1.5 percentage
points lower.
“Repealing the law was not a boon to
the public works construction industry,”
the report said. “If the repeal resulted in
lower construction costs, then it might
have allowed local governments to
complete more projects. If local governments took on more projects, then the
number of workers employed on public works construction projects would
have increased significantly. Instead,
public works construction employment
grew slower in Indiana than in the three
neighboring prevailing-wage states.”

A DVA N C E D T E C H N O LO GY

�s Here

Final Tallies – No One’s
Winning

It seems that every promise outlined
in the repeal turned out to be the
2016
complete opposite in the end. Taxpayers
aren’t saving money on public projects,
8. Contractor
“cash-strapped” schools are still paying
Competition
the same as they were beforehand, men
TIME
Source: Midwest Economic Policy Institute
Using contractor bidding data from
and women working in construction
the nonprofit Indiana, Illinois, Iowa Foundation ing the law would enable nonunion firms to gain are making less, wage disparities are growing
for Fair Contracting (IIIFFC) organization, re- a greater market share. That didn’t happen. In fact, whereas competition hasn’t, and our state’s outsearchers found no significant change in con- the union market share has slightly increased put is lagging behind our neighbors.
tractor competition following the repeal. Look- since the repeal, from 87 percent to 91 percent.
To answer our original question as coming at thousands of public projects, there were
“There is no evidence the common con- pletely as possible – Did it work? – based on the
an average of 3.0 bidders on each project prior struction wage favored union contractors,” re- findings we’re presented with today, we can only
to the repeal. After the repeal went into effect, searchers pointed out.
answer simply: No, it hasn’t. ◆

WAGES

Cover Story

7. Public Works
Employment

Trust your heart to experts with the latest technologies. Medical professionals at the
Advanced Heart and Vascular Institute of Community Hospital in Munster, St. Catherine Hospital in
East Chicago and St. Mary Medical Center in Hobart, are using innovative technologies and expertise
previously only found at leading academic medical centers - like the world’s smallest, MRI-safe
pacemaker.
Our highly skilled, cardiac surgeons and cardiologists are specially trained in complex heart and
vascular care, using the most advanced technologies and procedures.

What Was the Common Construction Wage Law?

• Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR)
• Micra™ leadless pacemaker

For just about 80 years, the common
construction wage law (sometimes
referred to as a “prevailing wage” law in
other states) required local representative
panels to set minimum construction
wages and benefits for public works
projects based on what was determined to
be fair for their own counties.
The rule was first created to prevent
contractors from outside Indiana from
undercutting local firms on state-funded
projects.
(Highway and other Department of
Transportation projects were exempt from
the law.)

• WATCHMAN™ for atrial fibrillation
• Advanced heart failure management CardioMEMSTM System
• Aggressive peripheral vascular disease treatments
When you are looking for expert heart care, trust your
heart to the hospitals of Community Healthcare System.
Your heart belongs here.

�ou� Heart Belongs Here

For information on the heart programs and medical professionals at Community Healthcare System,

visit comhs.org/heart or call 219-836-3477 or toll-free 866-836-3477.
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Being Productive

Money Isn’t All
That Talks
More Companies Offering
Promotions Without Raises

By Nick Dmitrovich with data and
input from Robert Half

O

n the surface, one would think that accepting a promotion without a corresponding increase in salary would be a
situation that most employees wouldn’t be very
interested in, but times are changing. While it
used to be commonplace to expect a pay bump
as one ascends the ranks of their company, that’s
not really the case anymore. Over the better part
of the last decade, quite a shift has developed in
terms of what employees are willing to accept
when developing their career.
Earlier this year, staffing firm OfficeTeam,
which is a subsidiary of the national staffing
firm Robert Half, conducted a survey of more
than 300 human resource managers at U.S. companies with 20 or more employees and more
than 1,000 U.S. workers 18 years of age or older
employed in office environments. Their findings
revealed an emerging flexibility in terms of the
types of things employers are offering those they
wish to promote, and a change in what workers
are comfortable with.
Nearly two-thirds of workers (64 percent)
reported they’d be willing to accept an advanced
title that doesn’t include a raise, up from 55 percent in 2011 when the organizations conducted
a similar survey.
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Why have workers’ opinions begun to
change so much? Part of the answer might lie
in a greater desire for more of a work-life balance, wherein the key goals for many working
professionals is focused on spending more time
doing the things they enjoy outside of the office.
It also might have a lot to do with an individual’s
marketability and future opportunities.
“As for why more workers are willing to
accept a promotion without a raise, it could be

that today’s workers care more about their titles. Accepting increased responsibility and a
new title shows career progression and could
make candidates more marketable. It may also
be that even though it’s a candidate market,
many employees are concerned about job security. Overall, more workers may be looking
beyond the number on their paycheck and
examining the full compensation package,”
said Sonda Sorg, metro market manager for

HOW COMMONLY COMPANIES AWARD PROMOTIONS
WITHOUT SALARY INCREASES, ACCORDING TO HR MANAGERS
2018
VERY
COMMON

2011

6%
3%

SOMEWHAT
COMMON

19%

33%
40%

NOT COMMON
AT ALL

63%

20%
14%

WE DON’T OFFER PROMOTIONS
WITHOUT RAISES
DON’T KNOW/ 0%
NO ANSWER 14%
Source: RH Office Team
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Robert Half in Indianapolis.
“Offerings like more vacation time, flexible
work hours, and telecommuting options have
become more commonplace to incentivize employees,” she added.
On the employer side of the spectrum, the
desire to promote and keep a company’s top
talent is often stifled by budgetary constraints,
putting many in a position where they’re unable
to offer salary increases. Evidently, it’s become
much more common in the last few years to
keep budgets balanced and employees happy by
offering additional benefits rather than raises.
Nearly two in five human resource managers
(39 percent) said it’s common for their company
to offer employees promotions without salary
increases. That’s a 17-point jump from 2011.
“With Indianapolis’ tight hiring market and
limited availability of skilled candidates, employee retention is top of mind for many employers,” said Sorg. “These days, those retention
efforts go far beyond offerings of competitive
salary to include more vacation time, bigger
bonuses, flexible schedules and telecommuting
options, professional development, and more.”
Brandi Britton, a district president for OfficeTeam, said, “One way employers can motivate and retain their workers is by providing
advancement opportunities to those who have
excelled in their positions. Awarding promotions without raises isn’t ideal, but budgets are
often a limiting factor. The employee’s existing
salary may also be a consideration, particularly
if they’re already making an above-market rate.”
Among the types of individuals most likely
to accept an offer of a promotion without a
raise, the researchers found that younger male
workers were more receptive to the concept.
Almost three-fourths of all males said they’d
accept the offer, with those aged 18 to 34 being the most willing, compared to just over
half of all females.
At the very least, the increasing commonality and acceptance of awarding promotions
without raises presents companies with a new
set of options for talent development and retention strategies among their rosters of employees.
What could previously only be solved monetarily might today be achieved with some simple
additional scheduling flexibility, among other
things. Ultimately it all comes down to what
your employee wants and your company would
be willing to provide, but one thing’s for certain:
there are now more affordable options on the table than ever before. ◆

Five Tips for Workers When Considering Accepting
a Promotion Without a Raise
1. GET THE DETAILS. Discuss the new role’s
responsibilities and expectations with
your boss before making a decision.
2. WEIGH THE PROS AND CONS. Think about
whether the position aligns with your
personal and professional aspirations.
3. REQUEST A FOLLOW-UP. Ask for a
compensation review in three to six
months.

4. CHECK ON OTHER INCENTIVES.
Aside from pay, you may be able to
negotiate a flexible schedule, extra
vacation time or other perks.
5. DECLINE GRACEFULLY. If you
decide to turn down a promotion,
diplomatically explain how staying
in your current role is better for you
and the company.
Source: RH Office Team

A Carylon company

FOUNDED ON INNOVATION.
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE.
For over 50 years, National Industrial Maintenance, Inc. has been serving
the environmental maintenance needs of municipalities, utilities, and
industrial firms. All of our services are available on a 24/7 emergency basis,
as needed, every day of the year.

Here are just a few of the services we’re proud to offer:

Hydro-Excavation

Vacuum Truck Work

CCTV Sewer Inspection Ground Penetrating Radar

Contact us today to learn more about how we can keep your
company running at peak performance.
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Tech Lab

From Black to Green
Former Coal Plant Goes Green
with New Data Center
By Nick Dmitrovich

The former archway entrance to the location will be kept.

felt. When we pitched the site to Amazon, we
learned a great deal. Today, we are so proud this
data center is coming here. This is the perfect location for this project.”
Because the site involves the restoration of
a former industrial site, the Indiana Economic
Development Corporation is supporting the
project through the Industrial Recovery Tax
Credit (DINO) program, which provides an
incentive to invest in former industrial sites and
improve quality of place in Indiana communities.
“This is high-octane jet fuel for our economy. It’s going to be a cool place where people will
want to live and work. This is a win for Hammond and for Indiana,” said Governor Holcomb.
Work on the first phase of the project as
already begun. The company will initially invest approximately $40 million to construct a
105,000-square-foot facility on approximately
12 acres of the 77-acre site, which will include
a data center and shared-space tech incubator.
Munster-based Hasse Construction has been
chosen to build the project’s first phase.
Fred Armstrong, vice president of Hasse Construction, and Clint Jolliff, project manager for the
facility with Hasse, described some of the unique

Local and state officials, including Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb and Hammond
Mayor Thomas M. McDermott, gather with Indiana NAP officials to celebrate the start
of construction on a new data center along Hammond’s shoreline.

features and challenges of the new building.
“The building structure is going to be precast, which we’ve got lots of experience with, but
building a data center is going to be a unique
project for us,” said Armstrong. “The site will
have a large power need, but we’re located right
beside a substation that can provide everything
it will require. Lake Michigan winds will be used
to cool the site, and engineers are also looking at
using water from the lake in cooling systems. ”
The project also includes plans for a greenhouse to serve Purdue University Northwest
that will use waste heat from the servers and

equipment. Additionally, it will have other green
features like enhanced public spaces with access
to the lakefront property and a new bike path
built by the developers.
In terms of the challenges the builders might
face, Jolliff said they’re paying close attention
to the soil conditions present at the site. Given
the building’s immediate proximity to the lake,
builders will have to contend with a high water
table and the site’s overall elevation.
Indiana NAP hopes to have the foundation
for the building done before winter and will
possibly be opening the facility next July. ◆

HASSECONSTRUCTION.COM
America Data Center. Its objective will be to
serve a growing demand for businesses and
content distribution providers to
Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb
lease data center space.
was on hand for the
hen the City of Ham- groundbreaking
Dakich and Feldman have
mond made its bid for
formed a newly-launched venAmazon’s HQ2 facility,
ture called Indiana NAP, which
many people smirked at the idea of
will serve as the development
such a high-tech center in the midst
firm for the state-of-the-art,
of Indiana’s heavy industrial lakerenewable energy campus. Unfront. But there’s no doubt Hamdoubtedly, the company had
mond’s case was a good one, and the
plenty of options when it came
city demonstrated it had all the ameto choosing a location, but they
nities and local support necessary
kept finding reasons to turn
for such a facility to prosper here.
their attention to Hammond.
Fast forward to today, and it’s
The former generating fahappening. Hammond’s bid caught the attention
cility, which closed back in 2012 after operatof two individuals, Indianapolis attorney Tom Daing for 83 years, had everything they needed –
kich and New York-based data center developer proximity to Chicago, ample power, resources
Peter Feldman, who knew the available property
to help cool the facility, and more. However, it
originally marketed to Amazon really would be was one final ingredient that truly led the pair
ideal for a new data center. Now, what was once
to choose Indiana, and that was the collabothe former State Line Generating Facility situat- rative support of our local, county, and state
ed just outside of Chicago along Lake Michigan officials. Apparently, other neighboring states
will soon become the new Digital Crossroads of only presented arguments and bureaucracy,

W
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whereas Indiana welcomed their endeavor
and recognized its potential.
“Indiana gets things done,” Dakich said.
“Cleaning up a former coal plant involves tons of
effort and regulation, and without Hammond and
Mayor McDermott’s support it wouldn’t have been
possible. Also, Governor Holcomb knew that if
his administration supported technology it would
drive innovation in Indiana. This project wouldn’t
be possible if it weren’t for them.”
Feldman said, “Most people would see this
site as a toxic wasteland fit for a zombie movie,
but the state, county, city, and power company
all believe in us. There’s been unbelievable cooperation, and future customers of this facility
will know they’ll get the same support we have.”
Ultimately, the project has the potential to grow into a $200 million investment
across three buildings. The hope is to attract the attention of major investors, possibly even those found among such giants as
Verizon, Netflix, and others.
Mayor Thomas M. McDermott said, “State
Line was formerly the largest taxpayer in Hammond, and when it closed its absence was
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BUILDING CHICAGOLAND & NORTHERN INDIANA SINCE 1920

These hometown N.E.C.A. members offer quality and
peace of mind the job will get done right.

ON TIME.
A+ DATACOMM
(269) 472.1644

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER

ON BUDGET.

CURRENT
ELECTRIC
(219) 872.7736

ELLIS
ELECTRIC
(219) 926.7400

NEW AGE
TELECOM
(219) 324.9900

K.B. ELECTRIC
(219) 872.4639

KV ELECTRIC
(219) 987.2646

CIRCLE “R”
ELECTRIC
(219) 762.5588

EMCOR HYRE
ELECTRIC
(219) 362.4814

STEPHANI
ELECTRIC
(219) 362.2219

GENERAL CONTRACTOR FOR BULLDOG PARK
CROWN POINT, IN

RESIDENTIAL
ELECTRIC
(219) 362.8886

When you employ a National Electrical Contractors
Association member, who uses local labor from the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
you are putting trust in two organizations who, for over
a century, have thrived on their collective experience,
safety record, and unrivaled training.

WWW.IBEWLOCAL531.ORG

WWW.NECANI.ORG
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COMMERCIAL | HEALTHCARE | INDUSTRIAL | SITE UTILITIES
219-932-1611 | OFFICES IN CALUMET CITY, IL & MUNSTER, IN
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Pro Voices

What’s New, and
How Will it Impact You?
Construction Experts Fill Us In
By
By Nick
Nick Dmitrovich
Dmitrovich

PROVOICES

C

onstruction is inherently a service-based
industry, one that’s rooted in delivering
the infrastructure and maintenance
needs of clients. Consumer demand drives major
changes for builders, who have to continually
adapt to new trends.
Fortunately for us, such a diverse array of
client needs gives builders unique knowledge
and insight about facility investments. So, we
asked them:

What are some
new innovations,
capabilities, or trends
emerging in the
construction industry
that could have a
positive impact on
Indiana companies?
Here’s what they had to say –
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CONNECTING FRONTLINE EXPERTS
TO THE BUILDING INDIANA AUDIENCE

JIM DYER, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT
BERGLUND
CONSTRUCTION
One of the most exciting trends in the Indiana
construction
industry
today is the implementation of the CMc delivery
method for public projects. Recently approved
by the state legislature, all
public schools and municipalities can use this
construction delivery which eliminates having
to hold multiple subcontractor agreements and
be given a guaranteed maximum price (GMP)
for the project.
The CMc or Construction Manager as constructor, also known as CM at Risk, provides all
of the services of a CMa or Construction Manager as advisor, including early preconstruction
budgeting, phasing, logistics and scheduling
efforts. The only exception is that the CMc car-

ries the risk of the GMP and holds the risk of all
prime subcontractors. The CMc is selected on
a competitive quality-based selection process.
The CMc, with the best qualifications of similar
projects, experienced personnel and financial
capabilities enter into an agreement with the
owner around the same time the architect is selected. The CMc, architect and owner work as a
team to meet the project budget and program
and ultimately agree to a GMP. Upon completion of the contract plans and specifications, the
CMc will publicly bid all prime contractors and
enter into contract agreements with them.
Shifting the owner’s responsibilities of a
CMa to a CMc will save the owner resources,
time and money. The CMc delivery is currently being used by all major Indiana Universities
including Purdue and Ball State, and by many
public schools and municipalities. Berglund is
currently using this approach at Purdue University Northwest on their new $30 million Bioscience Innovation Building in Hammond.
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WILLIAM HASSE,
PRESIDENT
HASSE CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC.

•

Hasse Construction
Company is a general
contractor serving the
Chicago and Northwest
Indiana building construction industry for
the past 98 years, performing work in the site
utilities, commercial, industrial and healthcare markets. Workforce development is our
most important asset and we continue to see
reinvestment by the Indiana union trades to
their training of apprentice and journeyman
and to their training centers. The construction industry, like others, is struggling to
maintain sufficient skilled labor to give us
enough manpower to do our jobs. Innovations in offsite prefabrication and modular
construction have helped to maintain quality control and production improvements,
thus speeding up the delivery of project
completion. Software has greatly improved
collaboration between architects, owners,
and stakeholders, specifically through the
ease of sharing construction documents and
with project management control software.
As for construction equipment, improvements have been made for safety and productivity, which continues to elevate the
industry.
The state of Indiana, through the
IEDC, and local municipalities, have
continued to work together to help foster economic development within the
state. New markets are relocating and
existing markets are reinvesting to Indiana as a result in industries like warehouse distribution, heavy industr y and
most recently data centers.

•

SARAH K. HEMPSTEAD,
CEO, PRINCIPAL
SCHMIDT ASSOCIATES
While every project
is unique, there are several tips every owner and
project manager should
keep in mind to create
the best possible outcome for their projects.

•

•

LIFE CYCLE COST MATTERS Look at
a 5-10 and even 20-year time frame.
Projecting what costs will be in the long
run as you create the initial design will
help you make informed decisions.
PLAN FOR THE UNEXPECTED Whether
the project is large or small, something
will come up during construction. Build
a contingency fund into your budget.
NO FREE LUNCH Be cynical if someone
tells you they can give you the same
thing for substantially less. Dive into the
details of the bid.
COMMUNICATE MORE Problems,
issues, wants and more don’t resolve

•

•

themselves. Create a regular communication plan and then exceed it.
TACKLE PROBLEMS IMMEDIATELY
Problems don’t get better with time.
Address them immediately and expect
the same of your team.
PROFESSIONAL MARRIAGE Projects,
particularly large projects, take
a long time. Select the internal
and external people you like to be
around and who you trust to look
after your interests.

This list isn’t the magic secret sauce to project success, but for the more than forty years

BIG ENOUGH TO SOLVE ANY PROBLEM.
CLOSE ENOUGH TO SPOT IT.
Sophisticated enough to advise you on matters like
cash management and ensuring access to capital.
Involved enough in your business to know what
questions you should be asking. Just one of the many
differences between bankers and Horizon Advisors.
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Schmidt Associates has partnered on design
and construction projects, these have proven to
make the process more efficient and enjoyable.

JACK LASHENIK, PE,
EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT,
PARTNER AMERICAN
STRUCTUREPOINT
An emerging capability is having the technological capacity, or
digital workspaces if you
will, to collaborate with
employees and clients
in multiple locations.
American
Structurepoint uses Citrix software technology to minimize infrastructure costs as we grow into new
geographic locations beyond our corporate
headquarters in Indianapolis. This technology
allows our engineering and consulting professionals to work seamlessly between states and
to exchange files, documents, plans, and other
pertinent information when sharing resources
on projects.

MIKE MCCANN,
PRESIDENT
PEPPER CONSTRUCTION
INDIANA
I firmly believe that
people are the best asset to any organization.
And I’m not alone.
Competition is always
fierce when it comes
to attracting the best
and brightest. And the
question of how to position Indiana companies as attractive to employees is one that
affects every market and industry.
One of the ways the construction industry can help Indiana companies attract
and retain a talented workforce is high
performance building.
High-performance building takes a direct approach to balancing human and
building performance. With 90 percent
of people’s time spent indoors every day,
there’s enough research to show that building environments directly affect one’s
health, growth and productivity. So, it only
makes sense that the environments we build
are powerful tools when it comes to attract-
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ing and retaining people in the workforce.
For Pepper, this means performing life
cost analysis to improve a building’s energy
efficiency and studying how it’s built will affect the health and well-being of those who
occupy it - from material selection to systems to building practices.
As building professionals, I think it’s our
responsibility to help our clients make the best
investment. And high-performance building
presents the opportunity for companies to invest in their people through building.

KEN MILES, GENERAL
MANAGER
BMWC CONSTRUCTORS
Today,
BMWC
works across all North
American major industries (predominantly in
9 industrial markets),
so we’re uniquely fortunate amongst Indiana companies to have
a much wider-angle lens that allows BMWC
to observe and experiment with the technology and innovations happening in other
parts of the country. This occurred in the
2000’s when BMWC was the first industrial contractor to adopt Lean Construction
technology on a national scale, winning
awards and bringing down costs.
And now in the 2010’s, it is happening
again for BMWC as we’ve developed our
comprehensive Virtual Design technology. We’re the first local constructor to have
invested & built a full-scale department of
experts bringing 3D modeling, laser scanning, construction animation, and drone
technology into the hands of the construction teams. This eliminates the cost of the
third-party middle-men, and better yet has
driven down our overall installation costs
significantly in our reimbursable and fixed
price project results. By taking this significant leap into technology & innovation,
BMWC is now being recognized by our
clients’ plant managers, construction managers, and purchasing managers as bringing greater value (measurable) to those
throughout the state of Indiana.

SCOTT OLTHOFF,
PRESIDENT
CORE CONSTRUCTION
OF INDIANA
On the surface, the
approach to the construction process may appear
the same as it has been
for decades. However,
amazing innovations and
efficiencies continue to
evolve at an incredible
pace in our industry.
Getting our workers home each day is one
of the most important tasks we have as a company. To ensure a safe jobsite, CORE Construction equips every project manager and superintendent with an app on their mobile phone that
enables daily safety audits of the jobsite to occur.
These audits develop a database that can predict
potential safety incidents before they happen. It
is an amazing technology that has provided us
with one of the lowest insurance modifiers in the
industry.
We have also invested in assembling an entire team of Virtual Construction specialists
who are integrated into nearly every project we
construct. When drawing updates occur, our
systems scrub the drawings and instantly report
any changes that have been made—a great reporting tool for our clients. We also use this approach to check for conflicts with various construction elements such as steel and mechanical
systems which can save a tremendous amount of
time and expense by alleviating conflicts before
they occur in the field.
When working in existing spaces, we implement our 3D scanners to digitally locate every
item in the space. This results in significant
savings of time and money by enabling a highly
accurate and fully coordinated design before any
field work occurs. Other uses include 3D site
logistics plans and 4D project scheduling which
are great tools that easily communicate how the
project will be built.
This collaborative approach to the construction process creates a true team effort between
owner, designer, and constructor. While we
have used this process for decades in the private
sector, only recently has the state of Indiana permitted this delivery method on the public side.
Now known as Construction Manager as Constructor (CMc), it is a breakthrough in project
delivery that keeps project costs low and schedule accuracy high.
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DREW PEUQUET, COO
CHESTER, INC.
Time and time again we experience industry trends
where construction projects aren’t always well-coordinated between the architects creating the design, then
handed off to the general contractor and their project
management teams. Typically, this engagement proves
to be problematic at the onset and communications on
the project can be difficult and time consuming for the
owner; often leaving the owner in the dark on why the
project isn’t being completed in a timely manner.
At Chester Architectural and Construction services we offer an innovative, seamless, teamwork approach of design/build construction that integrates both the architectural and construction process for a complete value-add to our customers. This provides the owner a single contract and single
point of responsibility reducing multiple contracts with architects, engineers,
contractors and construction managers. Communication is also enhanced
between the design-builder and the owner, which translates to the owner having more and ongoing input into the project, providing an overall project cost
savings. Additionally, we have our information technologies division that can
assist in implementing a complete IT turn-key implementation to the project
owners for a literal one-stop shop offering of a complete design, build, hightech solution that creates a positive impact on Indiana companies.

KEVIN TURNER, VICE PRESIDENT
WURSTER CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
We continue to see more prefabrication and offsite construction. The labor shortage may contribute
to the need for contractors to become more efficient,
in a controlled environment. More on-site technology is improving jobsite efficiency with faster responses to questions and the need for additional information. Also, drones have been great for progress
photos and offer more frequent jobsite photos for
marketing than ever before.

Houses,
apartments,
a good home.

Businesses,
jobs, careers,
a good life.
Big stores,
small shops,
good shopping.

Restaurants, art, music,
a good time.

JIM VERMILLION, CHC, DIVISION MANAGER,
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
THE PANGERE CORPORATION
The technology of mobile phones, tablets, along
with cloud-based systems and file sharing software
allows contractors, owners, architects, engineers, and
consultants to be more involved with what going on at
the job site and makes it easier to share information.
When there is an issue, we can share this information
in real-time and bring everyone together quickly to
come up with a solution, even if a lot of these people
are not even near the job site. Years ago, it would take days or weeks to get
everyone together to review the information and come up with a solution.
Now, when can do it in a matter of hours or even minutes at time. ◆

Does your company have an expert that could be a part of our
Pro Voices lineup? Contact us at: editor@BuildingIndiana.com
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Construction Feature 1

Rendering of the new Green Acres Technology
Park, the new HQ for Knowledge Services.

diana employment by 70 percent in just the
last three years.
As a result of all the growth, the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
(IEDC) offered to support the company’s
headquarters project with up to $1,500,000
in conditional tax credits and up to $200,000
in training grants based on the company’s
job creation plans. In addition, the IEDC will

New Homes
for Business
More Firms Pick Indiana for their HQs

C

ompanies throughout Indiana

By Nick Dmitrovich

are going to have some new
neighbors soon, as local and out

provide the city of Fishers up to $2,244,000
in infrastructure assistance from the state’s
Industrial Development Grant Fund.
“We look forward to witnessing the continued success of Knowledge Services in Indiana and will do our part in creating a business climate that helps to propel continued
economic growth across the state,” said Lt.
Governor Suzanne Crouch.

$80 MILLION:
KAR Announces New HQ,
Space for 400 New Jobs
ARCHITECT: RATIO Architects
GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
Shiel Sexton Co. Inc.

KAR Auction Services, Inc. (NYSE:
KAR), a global vehicle remarketing and
technology solutions provider, announced
the development of a new
Carmel-based corporate headRendering of the courtyard of the new KAR HQ.
quarters and campus. The
13-acre site will host a new,
250,000 square foot office
building featuring an open
floorplan and broad collaborative workspaces. The building
was designed to reflect both
the company’s rich auto auction history and their international and technology-driven
growth. Nearly 1,600 of KAR’s
17,400 employees are located
in Indiana, and the new location provides space for an additional 400 jobs.

of state firms have announced plans to
set up or expand their headquarters
here over the next few months. The
Hoosier state has certainly become a
hot property, as evidenced by all the
eagerness on behalf of corporations
who have sought to grow here.
Given all of the pro-business factors
the state has in place, it’s easy to understand why we’ve become so attractive to companies. Check out some of
the plans for new headquarters that
have been detailed up to this point.

$17 MILLION:
Knowledge Services
Building New HQ and
Creating 400 Jobs
ARCHITECT: American
Structurepoint, Inc.
CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPER:
Citimark Management Company
Knowledge Services, a woman-owned
professional services and information technology company, is building a new head-
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quarters in Fishers. The 80,000-squarefoot space, expected to be complete in
2019, will be named the Green Acres Technology Park and will have space for the
company’s new roster of 400 additional
employees that will be added by 2021.
“We are very excited about the incredibly talented team we have pulled
together to help us in building our new
headquarters in Fishers,” said Knowledge
Services CEO, Julie Bielawski. “Their talent and years of experience confirm our
confidence in the progressive, exciting,
and innovative environment we will create together.”
The new space will be designed to maximize natural light impact, support a modernized professional lifestyle and accommodate
both indoor/outdoor collaboration. The company designs, develops, and markets cloud
Software as a Service (SaaS) and mobile applications for workforce management solutions,
which provide cost savings, process efficiencies and improved governance.
“Our goal for the building is to create an
environment that is very welcoming and allows for people to work collaboratively, feel

comfortable, and remain excited about coming into work,” stated Joe Bielawski, president of Knowledge Services.
“The site selected for the company’s new
headquarters building is fantastic. The location is within close proximity to the commercial growth happening in and around
the Fishers Nickel Plate District and provides significant frontage along the heavily
traveled I-69 corridor,” said Bill Carlstedt,
president of Citimark Management Company, the construction development firm for
the project.
Robert Bray, Senior Project Manager
with American Structurepoint, Inc., said,
“We believe this project aligns perfectly with
our very own company mission, which is to
improve the quality of life for our communities and people.”
This is the fourth expansion for Knowledge Services in five years, following a 2011
announcement that the company planned to
add 200 jobs, a 2013 announcement that it
was adding 400 jobs and a 2016 announcement that it planned to add another 400
jobs. The company continues to outpace its
job creation goals and has increased its In-
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“We want to give our employees a workplace that reflects our entrepreneurial culture and inspires them to create and innovate the moment they walk through the
door,” said Jim Hallett, chairman and CEO
of KAR. “The new campus will give us the
additional space necessary to increase our
workforce as we expand our global footprint. And it will help our company, the
city and the state attract and retain some of
North America’s best and brightest talent.”
KAR has made central Indiana home for
nearly 30 years and currently has 10 auction
and office locations in Carmel, Fort Wayne,
Indianapolis, Plainfield, and South Bend.
Over the past five years, the company has
expanded operations to more than 300 locations in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
and the United Kingdom and added more
than 5,000 jobs, including 700 in Indiana.
KAR is further deepening its Indiana
roots and planning for future global growth
with this approximately $80 million project.
KAR’s new headquarters and campus will
house the company’s innovation, technology and data as a service divisions and serve
as the US headquarters for TradeRev, KAR’s
mobile app-based auction subsidiary.
“I’m excited to celebrate KAR Auction
Services’ continued commitment to growing its global footprint in Indiana,” Governor Eric Holcomb said. “Businesses from
across the world recognize our state’s business-friendly environment, robust talent
pipeline and reputation as the technology
hub of the Midwest. We’ll continue taking
Indiana to the next level, ensuring we’re the
best place to grow jobs and a business.”
“It is very exciting to see another corporate headquarters built along our rapidly
growing Meridian street corridor,” said Carmel Mayor Jim Brainard. “The city of Carmel has worked hard to foster a strong business climate focused on our quality-of-life
strategies and keeping our local property
taxes among the lowest in the state. We look
forward to watching KAR grow and succeed
in Carmel.”
The new corporate offices will be located
two miles south of KAR’s current headquarters on the northeast corner of Illinois and
W. 111th streets, reaffirming the company’s
longstanding commitment to Carmel and
central Indiana. The campus will feature a
three-season outdoor courtyard and will in-
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corporate design ideas from KAR employees
across the globe.
The company has a targeted movein date for the second half of 2019. The
development team assisting KAR with
this project includes CBRE Group LLC,
Ginovus LLC, Ice Miller, PURE Development, RATIO Architects, Shiel Sexton,
and US Realty.
Rendering of Flexware Innovation’s
planned HQ in Fishers.

$3.5 MILLION:
Flexware Innovation’s
New HQ Adds to
Downtown Area
ARCHITECT: Curran Architecture
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: TBD
Flexware Innovation, in partnership
with the city of Fishers, has begun work on
a $3.5 million development project aimed at
establishing a new headquarters building on
a parcel located on the north side of the ellipse at the Nickel Plate District Amphitheater. The project will feature a 24,000-square
foot Class A office building.
“The Flexware Innovation Building is
a great addition to our downtown as we
continue to fulfill the vision of a vibrant
downtown center,” said Fishers Mayor Scott
Fadness. “Scott Whitlock and his team are
dedicated to growing in Fishers and have
been part of our community since the beginning, and I look forward to having Flexware
Innovation join the Nickel Plate District’s
growing list of companies that call it home.”
The Flexware Innovation Building will
feature 12,000 square feet of office space for
the company and build-to-suit space for the
remaining. The city of Fishers will construct
a 100-space public parking lot which will be
free and open to the public during evenings
and weekends.
“Flexware came to Fishers before there
was a strong tech community, Launch Fish-

ers, and the IoT Lab. We are so excited about
Fishers’ vision of being a smart, vibrant, and
entrepreneurial city and believe the downtown location will help as a recruiting tool
for our firm,” said Scott Whitlock, president
of Flexware.
The Flexware Innovation Building joins
the growing list of developments in downtown Fishers, with $340 million in investment since 2015. The IEDC
offered Flexware Innovation Inc. conditional tax
credits and training grants
based on the company’s job
creation plans. The city of
Fishers supports this project through tax abatement
and impact fee waivers.
Plans call for ground to be
broken this fall.

$28 MILLION
BorgWarner Consolidates
Indiana Operations with
New Technical Center
ARCHITECT: MSKTD &
Associates, Inc.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Hagerman
Construction Corporation
DEVELOPER: Great Lakes Capital

BorgWarner Inc.’s new
facility in Noblesville.

cal center in Noblesville, allowing us to bring
all our area employees under one beautiful
new roof,” said Dr. Stefan Demmerle, president and general manager, BorgWarner PowerDrive Systems. “The new facility with its
state-of-the-art lab and creative workspaces
enables the research, development and testing
of current and future hybrid and electric propulsion systems and components. This facility
will be a key site in BorgWarner’s mission of
developing clean, energy-efficient propulsion
technologies.”
When designing the building, strong emphasis was placed on creating an optimal, well
thought-out, productive work environment
for engineers, designers, technicians and sup-

port staff. The design includes an open
concept featuring interactive office
environments and spontaneous collaboration zones that enhance communication, inspire innovation and improve
efficiency. The airy, open concept
building includes many flexible spaces – from meeting spaces to individual
work space options – allowing employees to choose where and how they
work. Employees can meet and work
in one of five social hubs with different
types of seating arrangements, one of the focus rooms for privacy, individual conference
rooms with a variety of seating options, or the
multipurpose room which overlooks a small
patio area.
“We developed different conceptual designs to meet the owner’s needs and to take
full advantage of the various properties being
considered. The Noblesville site was a “win”
for everyone involved,” said Bob Harmeyer,
senior principal for the MSKTD Indy Office.
The new technical center’s 40,000 squarefoot lab will conduct testing and prototype
building along with expanded operations
dedicated to BorgWarner’s growing electrified

portfolio. With a combination of new and existing resources, the Noblesville location will
develop and validate a variety of power electronics products as well as the company’s motor, alternator and starter products.
In the office area, individual employee
cubicles feature abundant natural light, a
“sit-to-stand” desk, and storage space. In addition, as one of the company’s wellness initiatives, each level in the two-story building
has a walking work station – a combination
of a flat treadmill base with a height-adjustable desk – that employees can reserve to
use. The site also is connected to the Noblesville bike-share program with Zagster.
From an aesthetic standpoint, special consideration was made to create a
BorgWarner look and feel while honoring
the company’s tie to the Indianapolis 500. A
metal blue “racing” stripe can be found on
the exterior of the building, while inside,
a modern color scheme, including pops of
BorgWarner blue, is carried throughout the
office and lab areas. ◆
For more worker’s comp and business
news topics, visit BuildingIndiana.com.

BorgWarner Inc., a Michigan-based
global auto industry components and parts
supplier, recently centralized its Indiana locations into a new 100,000-square-foot technical center in Noblesville. While not technically a headquarters per se, the new center
does consolidate the company’s operations
from existing facilities in Anderson and
Pendleton into a single Indiana location.
The new building features a state-of-theart lab which increases the company’s research
and development capacity and expands prototype building and testing capabilities for
electrified products. The building’s thoughtful,
open concept office space is designed to spur
employee collaboration and creativity to assist
BorgWarner in maintaining its position as a
global leader in providing clean and efficient
vehicle propulsion solutions.
More than 300 existing jobs will be moved
to Hamilton County over the next few years,
with full occupancy expected in 2020 as leases
on other properties expire. Also, over 20 new
jobs are projected to be created.
“We are thrilled to open our new techni-
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Construction Feature 2

New Chapter After 115 Years
Michigan City’s New High-Tech Hospital
By Nick Dmitrovich

T

The new Franciscan Health Michigan City Hospital
while under construction (above), and when
rendering of completed project (below).

he final few weeks of construction are underway on the
Franciscan

Health

Michigan

City Hospital project, a brand new,

time and money.
“Our construction team has done an incredible job on this landmark project. Anyone who regularly drives this corridor has
witnessed the dramatic transformation from
an open field to a state-of-the-art hospital,”
said Jon Gilmore, President and CEO, Tonn
and Blank Construction. “We are really proud
to lead the team on a project which will leave
a lasting impact on the community.”
Contractors also used Building Information Modeling (BIM) to create a 3D model of
the entire building to give the architect, engineers, and subcontractors greater insight
and efficiency. This allowed for greater coordination among project teams. As the design
changed, the model was updated.
Tonn and Blank and Franciscan were very
conscientious of the environmental impact
the project would make. The parcel that was
selected for construction is roughly 84 acres.
Nearly half of the area is wetlands and more
than half of that is the highest quality form.
In the end, the total impacted wetlands
encompassed 3.3 acres. As part of the permitting process, nearly 11 acres of new wetlands

were created offsite by converting existing
farm land back to upland forested wetlands in
an effort to recreate what existed prior to the
area being settled. This wetland is required
by condition of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to be preserved by conservation easement and will be monitored by a
third-party land trust (in this case, Woodland
Savanna Land Trust).

Possibly More to Come
Understandably, Michigan City officials
are pleased with Franciscan’s investment,
believing that it will lead to further developments in the surrounding properties and
help draw professionals to the area.
“We look at the new hospital facility as a
great example showcasing the progression of
Michigan City overall, and as a strong economic development resource,” said Michigan City Mayor Ron Meer. “It’s a state-ofthe-art hospital with the most modern and
sophisticated equipment, which is expected
to help attract young doctors and professionals to come into the area. This compliments all of the progression that Michigan

PROJECT DETAILS:
• PROJECT BUDGET:
$242 million
• CONSTRUCTION BUDGET:
$184 million
• CONSTRUCTION START AND
COMPLETION DATE:
March 2016, December 2018
• TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE:
439,758 square feet

$242 million facility that kicked off in
the spring of 2016. Located near the

CONTROL
MEDICAL
COSTS

intersection of Interstate 94 and U.S.
421 on an 86-acre site, plans call for
construction work to wrap up near the
end of October and permanent occupancy to be transferred over to hospi-

AND KEEP

tal officials by the end of the year, with

EMPLOYEES
HEALTHY

patients starting in January

In with the New
Once complete, the new hospital will
have 130 inpatient beds. Franciscan’s former
Michigan City Hospital, on Homer Street in
the heart of the city, has served the area since
1904. It will not be shuttered as a result of the
new building. Instead, Franciscan plans to repurpose as much of the hospital as possible
into a mixed-use facility, which will include
some outpatient services and additional offerings from future potential partners.
Once the new building is complete, the
transition between the two hospitals will not
be a simple task. Franciscan officials have enlisted the help of law enforcement, EMS, and
ambulance firms to assist with the logistics.
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Currently, the plan is to move all of the patients from one hospital to the next in a single
day on January 12th. Given there’s no way to
completely determine the needs and conditions of the patients at this time, officials have
to plan in advance for every possible situation.

Compassionate
Construction
For the last two-and-a-half years, the men
and women working on the new hospital have
been described by contractors as a tight-knit
family, even going as far as posting photos
of their own children on worksite signage to
remind each other to work safely every day.
There are about 300 tradesmen on-site.

The building used over 3,000 tons of structural steel, most of which was domestic except
for one unique large beam that came from
Europe. 91,000 square feet of precast concrete
walls from were brought in from Omaha, NE
and over 13,000 cubic yards of concrete was
used. The building also has 47,000 square feet
of exterior glass.
Tonn and Blank, the project’s construction
management firm, created full-sized mock
ups of an OR, patient room, and exam room
before construction began. These mockups
allowed user groups to see a prototype and
“test run” the functionality of the space. It allowed the entire team to identify any issues
in the design or construction early on, saving
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City is making and will be an excellent addition to our community.”
Hospital officials said the decision to establish the new hospital at the corner of 94
and 421 was made based on the hospital’s
long history with the city and the enhanced
logistics the location offers.
Dean Mazzoni, Franciscan president
and CEO, said, “For nearly 115 years,
Franciscan Health has had a rich and
longstanding histor y of providing great
healthcare to the citizens of Michigan City, La Porte County, and northern Indiana. This new location greatly
improves access and convenience to
high-quality, compassionate healthcare
for the entire region.”
As we move closer to the final months of
the year and the conclusion of work on the
new hospital, the project’s owners, builders,
and local stakeholders will have a lot to celebrate. The new facility could very well usher in continued development to the area and
serve the healthcare needs of Michigan City
for another hundred years – much like its predecessor. There could be lots more to come. ◆

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OUR 2017
SAFETY WINNERS!

The new Franciscan Health
Michigan City Hospital
while under construction

OWNER EXCELLENCE IN
LEADERSHIP AWARD

• Middough Inc.

• Sargent Electric Company

• N.A. Logan, Inc.

• Superior Construction Company, Inc.

• Cargill, Inc.

• Nooter Construction, Inc.

• Thatcher Foundations Inc.

• NIPSCO

• Orbital Engineering, Inc.

• Tonn and Blank Construction

• R. J. Mycka, Inc.

• Tranco Industrial Services, Inc.

• Solid Platforms, Inc.

• Walsh & Kelly, Inc.

COMPANY OF THE
YEAR AWARD

• Stevenson Crane Service, Inc.

• Falk PLI Engineering
and Surveying

• The Pangere Corporation
• The Ross Group, Inc.

CONTRACTOR OF THE
YEAR AWARD

• Total Safety U.S., Inc.

• Solid Platforms, Inc.

• Valdes Engineering Company

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

EXCELLENCE AWARD

123 family-friendly private patient
rooms with couches that convert
into beds for family members at the
push of a button

Cardiac cath and interventional labs
with two new Philips Azurion nextgeneration image guided therapy
platforms

Phillips SURESIGNS VS4 vital sign
monitoring will be in every medical/
surgery room, integrated with EPIC
electronic medical records

eVideon interactive patient education
and learning systems, which are
integrated with the patients
EPIC electronic medical record

STRYKER Smart Suites in the surgery
facilities

VERSUS real-time locating
system that displays
the locations of staff
and tagged medical
equipment on a
floorplan map

CTS self-registration kiosks available
in inpatient/outpatient registration
and
outpatient surgery
Cardiac telemetry throughout the
acute facility, allowing constant
cardiac monitoring by a centralized
staff of technicians

The latest advances in diagnostic
imaging, such as GE Optima
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
and CombiDiagnost R90 Phillips
Digital Fluoroscopy
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Tru-D ultraviolet
light disinfection
systems
AMICO over-bed
patient lifts

Electronic patient signs located
outside of the inpatient rooms
integrated with EPIC electronic
medical records for real-time
communication

OUTSTANDING CRAFT
PERSONS SAFETY LEADER
AWARD
• Lizzy Zunker – Cargill, Inc.

• Airswift

• DLZ Industrial, LLC

• Ken Matney – Solid Platforms, Inc.

• Ambitech Engineering Corporation

• Fluor

• Amex Nooter, LLC

• Graycor Industrial Constructors Inc.

• Jon Adrian – Tonn and Blank
Construction

• ATC Group Services LLC.

• Interstate Environmental Services, Inc.

• John Zamojski – Korellis Roofing, Inc.

• Barton Malow Company

• M. J. Electric, LLC.

• Troy Tokarz – Solid Platforms, Inc.

RECOGNITION AWARD

• Cannon Sline Industrial, Inc.
• Catsi, Inc.

• ACMS Group, Inc.

• Cornerstone Electrical
Consultants, Inc.

• AMS Mechanical Systems, Inc.

• EMCOR Hyre Electric

• KM Plant Services, Inc.

• Falk-PLI Engineering & Surveying

• Korellis Roofing, Inc.

• Fluor Constructors International

• Larson-Danielson Construction, Inc.

• Hasse Construction Company, Inc.

• Matrix North America Construction

• Hayes Mechanical, LLC.

• M & O Insulation Company

• Imperial Crane Services, Inc.

• Meade Industries, Inc.

• Job-Site Safety, LTD

• Morrison Construction Company

• MC Industrial, Inc.

• Rieth-Riley Construction Co., Inc.

• BMWC Constructors, Inc.

UPCOMING EVENTS

• Ben Bryan – BMWC Constructors, Inc.
• Jesus Espinoza – Tranco Industrial
Services, Inc.
• Jesus Ayala – Tranco Industrial
Services, Inc.
• Ryan Leckrone – Sargent Electric
Company
• Chris Boyle – Sargent Electric
Company
• Ryan Boersma – The Pangere
Corporation

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT NWIBRT.ORG/EVENTS
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• Stephen Arndt, Job-Site Safety, LTD

• Brock Industrial Services, LLC

• Airgas On-Site Safety Services

High-Tech Features of the New Hospital
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FALL SAFETY
BUSINESS
SEMINAR
OUTLOOK
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2018
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0.95"

imprint

2019 MARCH
MADNESS EVENT
THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 2019

1 1/8"
bleed

2019 SAFETY
AWARDS BANQUET
THURSDAY, MAY 9, 2019

2019 GOLF
1.938"
OUTING
2.133"
FRIDAY, JULY 19, 2019
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Economic Development

The Strength
of Steel
Massive Impact and
Plans for Growth
By Nick Dmitrovich

I

ndiana is the highest steel-producing state
in the country, and some recent data and
announcements indicate the state is poised
to take its efforts even further. A few weeks
ago, a new economic impact study was released that reflected Indiana’s steel industry
has a total cumulative output of almost $56
billion when direct, supplier, and additional
factors are considered. Then, just a few days
later, one of the state’s largest producers announced a three-quarters-of-a-billion-dollar
investment at its main Indiana facility – which
JOBS
DIRECT IMPACT
Materials/
Mill Services

3,442

Iron and Steelmaking/
Steel Mill Products

22,410

Other Steel Products/
Processing/Distribution

11,797

Total Direct Impact

37,649

Total Supplier Impact

67,895

Total Induced Impact

86,570

Total Economic Impact

192,114

FEDERAL TAXES
Business Taxes
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$3,492,680,800

was already considered the largest single steel
production facility in North America (previously, it was the largest in the world).

How Big is Indiana’s Steel
Industry?

The short answer is, Indiana’s steel industry
is massive. To gain a full understanding of just
how massive, one must first realize the industry
produces an impact across several fronts: the
direct impact, the impact created by industry
suppliers, and the induced impact (other jobs
supported by steel).
WAGES
INDUSTRY OUTPUT
Fortunately, new data
from New York-based
consultants John Dun$294,689,000
$1,796,517,100
ham & Associates
$2,593,517,700
$20,379,103,800
commissioned by the
American Iron and
$919,754,000
$4,641,494,900
Steel Institute (AISI)
contained a clear
$3,807,960,700
$26,817,115,800
breakdown of the various tiers.
$4,528,958,700
$15,717,796,900
Aside from the
$4,054,863,600
$13,365,690,900
wages and jobs cre$12,391,783,000
$55,900,603,600
ated by the steel industry, another way
STATE & LOCAL TAXES TOTAL TAXES
steel impacts the lives
of Indiana citizens
$1,934,113,500
$5,426,794,300
is through the large
amount of tax reveSource: John Dunham & Associates, AISI

nue it generates. This, of course, is put to use in
countless ways including infrastructure, public
services, education, and so much more. When
examined as a whole, the steel industry certainly
could be considered a major public fundraiser.
Thomas J. Gibson, president and CEO of
AISI, probably described the results of the
study and importance of the industry best
when he said, “The results illustrate why strong,
pro-manufacturing policies are needed to ensure the sustainability of an industry with such
an impactful employment base and robust economic footprint.”

$750 Million Upgrade to
the Largest Mill in North
America
Right on the heels of the economic report,
there was some great news announced for Indiana’s steel industry. U.S. Steel’s Gary Works
facility, the largest steel mill in North America
and formerly the world, will be receiving a significant modernization. The company will be
making a $750 million asset revitalization investment that will increase efficiencies and position the facility for long-term success.
The investments will be made over a period of five years. Work will include the installation of new, state-of-the-art production
equipment, machinery, and modernizing
technology to better serve customers in the

www.BuildingIndiana.com
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automotive, energy, industrial, metal building
components, home construction, appliance
and container industries.
“We are pleased to be making this significant
investment at Gary Works, which will improve
the facility’s environmental performance, bolster our competitiveness and benefit the local
community for years to come,” said David B.
Burritt, president and CEO. “Through the skill
and determination of our employees, support
from the state and city, without which this project would not be possible, and favorable trade
policies with the strong national security action
on steel imports, we are experiencing a renaissance at U. S. Steel.”
Gary Works has been in operation in Northwest Indiana since 1908. Comprised of both
steelmaking and finishing facilities, Gary Works
has an annual raw steelmaking capability of 7.5
million net tons. The facility provides more than
3,800 full-time jobs and manufactures sheet
products, strip mill plate in coils, and tin products. Company officials have stated the current
investments likely won’t result in new jobs but
will lead to the retention of the existing ones.
As a result of the company’s plans, state and

local officials have offered an array of different
incentives. The Indiana Economic Development Corporation (IEDC) will offer U. S. Steel
up to $10 million in conditional tax credits over
a 10-year period based on the company’s commitment to retain 3,875 Hoosier jobs. Also, the

Economic Impact of
Indiana’s Steel Industry
Direct Output: $26.8 billion
Direct Jobs: 37,649
Direct Wages: $3.8 billion
Total Taxes: $5.4 billion
Source: John Dunham & Associates

our development plan which builds on our strong
manufacturing history and allowing us to diversify
commerce in the areas of education and medicine;
recreation and gaming; logistics and technology.”
Gary will offer tax increment financing valued
at approximately $35 million over 25 years based
that will then be enriched through a development
agreement in partnership with U.S. Steel to allow
the city, the Gary Community School Corporation, the Gary Public Library, and U.S. Steel to
share the benefit of the company’s investment. This
incentive and economic development financing
method will help generate immediate tax revenue
for the city and create a Community Development
Fund to further economic growth.

Things are Lookin’ Up

IEDC will offer up to $2 million in Skills Enhancement Fund (SEF) training grants to support workforce development and training for
Gary Works employees.
Locally, the city of Gary plans to continue its
longstanding partnership with U.S. Steel by also
offering an incentive package. Gary Mayor Karen Freeman-Wilson said, “This is consistent with

With the report reaffirming the massive
impact of the steel industry in Indiana, and the
news that the state’s largest producer is planning
major investments, the industry is definitely on
a high note in Indiana. Combined with the support of legislation launched this year to help the
industry remain competitive, we could be seeing
a major resurgence of steel throughout both Indiana and the Midwest. ◆

BETTER for your business.

Left to Right: Stevan Desancic, President, The Progress Group, Inc., with Alek Desancic,
CEO, The Progress Group, Inc., and Ron Knestrict, VP Business Banker, Peoples Bank

Don’t bank bigger… bank better with a local lender you can trust.
"In our dealings with Peoples we are given their full attention. They always respond to our needs and requests immediately.
I have trust in them and their abilities to assist my business with all banking matters."
– Alek Desancic, CEO
The Progress Group, Inc.

Bank Better with Peoples – one of the top 200 performing community banks* in the nation for 13 consecutive years.

Visit us online or call a Business Banker today.
ibankpeoples.com | 219.853.7500

Member FDIC

Peoples Bank is an SBA (Small Business Administration) approved lender.
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Workers Comp

Medical surveillance would include a physical
at least every three years, along with lung function
tests (spirometry), chest x-rays and tuberculosis
screening. Respiratory surveillance is important to
establish that an employee is healthy enough to use
a respirator, whereas medical surveillance is the
most effective way to identify any adverse health
effects or catch any testing abnormalities before
symptoms develop. In addition, medical surveillance helps to determine if an employee has a condition, such as COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), which would make them more
sensitive to the harmful effects of silica exposure.
According to the OSHA standard, any suspected
abnormalities or symptoms suggesting silicosis
would require prompt referral to a board-certified specialist in either pulmonary or occupational
medicine.
In addition to medical surveillance, baseline
testing in new employees with prior histories of silica exposure can also be useful in establishing that
any ensuing medical conditions were not caused
by the employees’ new workplace exposures. ◆

Breathe A
Little Easier
New Silica Exposure
Requirements
By Raza Akbar, MD, Occupational Health,
Community Healthcare System

For more worker’s comp and business
news topics, visit BuildingIndiana.com.

C

rystalline silica, one of the most common substances on the earth’s crust,
is a basic component in sand, quartz,
granite, brick, and asphalt. Workers in construction, general, and maritime industries
are at increased risk for serious respiratory
and other potential health issues due to exposure of tiny silica particles produced through
grinding, cutting, drilling, or crushing processes. Such activities produce particles more
than 100 times smaller than ordinary sand,
which can enter the body through inhalation
and then deposit into lung tissue. Reaction
to these deposited particles may lead to inflammation and scarring with decreased lung
function, resulting in a disease called silicosis.
Silicosis of the lung can take different
forms depending upon the type and extent
of exposure. Symptoms of the more chronic
type can include productive cough and shortness of breath, leading to disability and even
death. Silica has also been associated with
cancer and kidney disease. In addition, silicosis is accompanied by increased risk of tu-
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berculosis. Because there is no way to reverse
silicosis, prevention is key. Limiting exposure
and early detection are crucial.
According to the Occupational Safety and

A Summary of The
New Standards:
Employers should first attempt controls
to limit employee exposure.
Respirators are required if control
methods do not keep exposure levels
below permissible limits.
For workers needing respirators more
than 30 days per year, medical and
respiratory surveillance is mandatory.
Source: Community
Healthcare System

Health Administration, or OSHA, more than
2.3 million workers are exposed to crystalline
silica annually. Given that the causes, signs
and methods of prevention of silicosis have
been well defined, it remains for employers
to ensure adequate protection and monitoring which includes appropriate education and
medical testing.
Employers must assess employee exposures
to silica at an action level of at least 25 micrograms of silica per cubed meter of air. Enforcement for the construction industry’s OSHA
silica standard began in September 2017. For
general industry and maritime firms, the standard began to be enforced in June 2018.
The most recent updated standard given by
OSHA proposes that employers first attempt engineering and administrative controls to limit
employee exposure. If these do not correct exposure levels to below the Permissible Exposure
Limits, or PEL, respirators are required. For
those workers needing respirators more than 30
days per year, medical and respiratory surveillance will be mandatory.
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Silica Can Take Your
Breath Away
From 2005 through 2014, silicosis was
listed as the underlying or a contributing
cause of death on over 1,100 death
certificates in the United States,
but most deaths from silicosis go
undiagnosed and unreported.
More workers died from silicosis in 2014
than in fires, or from being caught in
or crushed by collapsing materials,
such as in trench and structure collapses.
Source: BLS, CDC

Employers need to
ensure adequate
protection and
monitoring that
includes appropriate
education and
medical testing.
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Showcase your company in the most anticipated issue of the year and
leave a lasting impression! Our Facts & Stats issue is kept by our readers
for the entire year, giving your brand exposure more than any other issue.
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Indiana and make certain your marketing budget is being delivered. Building
Indiana is mailed directly to the desks of Indiana’s decision makers.
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Logistics

Rendering of Carmel’s upcomming
Monon expansion

restaurants, retail and residential units in what was
once the city’s primary industrial area.
The project is also eagerly anticipated by trail
users who have voiced their concerns about congestion in the area. An average of 300,000-plus people
run, walk or bike on this stretch of the Monon Greenway from Main Street south to the Palladium each
year, making it one of the most congested stretches
in Carmel. The new project will separate those who
are on the greenway for leisure and those who are
seeking rigorous physical activity.

$120M – State Street
Project’s End Approaching

Local Logistics
Improving Quality of Place, Congestion
By Nick Dmitrovich

L

ogistics isn’t always about freight, roadways, railroads, and bridges – sometimes
it’s simply about the way citizens move
throughout their communities. Indiana, known
internationally for its highly efficient logistics,
takes the flow of people through neighborhoods
just as seriously as it takes the flow of commerce
throughout our networks.
Right now, there are several locally-focused
projects happening throughout the state that
aim to bring significant improvements to their
areas, some of which are very popular with residents and visitors alike. Here’s a look at two of
the projects currently underway.

$30M – Congestion Relief
for One of Carmel’s
Busiest Districts
Construction on the City of Carmel’s
major widening and expansion of the popular Monon Greenway began in earnest earlier this spring. The approximately $30 million Monon expansion through the heart
of Midtown and the Arts & Design District
will dramatically transform the landscape
from a single-lane trail into multi-faceted
public areas with green spaces, gathering
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places, plazas, amenity zones and additional
lanes dedicated to pedestrians, bicyclists and
two one-way lanes for vehicular traffic.
Considered one of the most congested sections
of the greenway, a portion of the current 12-foot
wide path will soon be widened to 140 feet from 1st
Street SW to the future 6th Street SW.
“Our Monon expansion will help alleviate congestion on the greenway, provide better options for
a variety of family activities and with new corporate investments, keep our local property tax levels
among the lowest in the state of Indiana,” said Mayor Jim Brainard.
Construction on the project’s early phase are
nearing completion. Other phases of the project will
be done through the spring and summer construcRendering of
Carmel’s upcomming
Monon expansion

tion seasons with an anticipated completion date
by the end of the year. The Monon Greenway will
remain open throughout the project.
This area of the Arts & Design District and
Midtown is also under heavy commercial construction with several ongoing projects. These include
the new Anthony’s Chophouse at Main Street, Sun
King Distillery, MJ Insurance headquarters, Merchants Bank headquarters and Midtown West residential project by Barrett & Stokely all under construction or soon to be breaking ground in this area.
Gehl Studio was selected by the city to provide
guidance and develop concepts for the project.
Rundell Ernstberger Associates and CrossRoad
Engineers carried those concepts into their final designs for the Monon Greenway.
Some of the features will include: dedicated lanes for pedestrians and bicycles, gathering
spaces, plazas, amenity zones, lighting, trees,
green infrastructure, traffic-calmed roadways
and on-street parking.
The expanded greenway will serve the
rapidly growing Midtown redevelopment area
where the city is partnering with private developers to create a new corridor connecting our
city center and arts & design redevelopment
districts. This will include a mix of offices,
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The large-scale State Street Project in West
Lafayette is in the midst of its final year. Planned
to be complete by the end of 2018, the project
aims to reinvigorate the main thoroughfare that
runs right through the heart of Purdue University’s campus.
The project’s developers cited a need for increased pedestrian safety along State Street, in
addition to other benefits like economic development and simplifying the roadway for travelers.
Construction will be taking place across distinct
areas of the community, including the riverfront
district, Chauncey Village, Purdue’s campus, the

western gateway of the campus,
and Stadium Avenue.
Almost every area of construction will include improved
travel lanes, new sidewalks,
new medians, paths for cyclists,
improved bus lanes and stops,
better access to businesses, increased lighting, new green spaces, outdoor seating, stormwater
improvements, and much more.
The cost of the $120 million
project is being split between the City of West
Lafayette and Purdue and is being financed by
Plenary Roads State Street, who’s overseeing the
project. Under the terms of the public-private
partnership, the developer is responsible for financing, developing and constructing the project, in addition to maintaining the pavement
for 22 years following the project’s competition.
Plenary Roads State Street will transfer responsibility back to the city after the operations period.
The project team consists of Reith-Riley Construction; Shrewsberry & Associates;
American Structurepoint; Parsons Corporation;
MKSK Studios; KPMG; Janssen & Spaans Engineering; Dearing Group; Butler Fairman & Seu-

Rendering of upgrages coming to the
Lafayette Riverfront District

fert Civil Engineers; Barnes & Thornburg LLP;
Plenary Group; the City of West Lafayette; and
Purdue University.

Goin’ with the Flow
The next time you think about Indiana logistics, remember that it’s not all about shipping or
industrial affairs. Sometimes it’s about the ways
in which people travel through and interact with
their community, which has an important impact
on every citizen and visitor’s quality of life. ◆
To check out a list of all the Indiana
communities that received funding, find
this article on BuildingIndiana.com.
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LATER HOURS KEEP
YOU MORE PRODUCTIVE
We take orders until 10pm so you have more access to the industrial
pipes, valves, fittings and specialty or non-stock items you need.
Call to set up a new account or place an order today.
3500 179th Street in Hammond | 219.844.1900 | porterpipe.com
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Well Being

•
•

•

Company owners should know they have several unique control
measures they can put in place to curb this issue, including working
closely with their employee healthcare providers to limit the number
of opioids being distributed to employees. They should also make
sure their insurance providers cover alternative pain therapies, mental health services, and addiction treatment. Beyond that, they should
train supervisors to recognize the warning signs of substance abuse
and help support employees overcome the disease of addiction.

Annual
Checkup

Although construction is an
industry where it literally
pays to be tough, it’s still just
a job, and every American
worker deserves a safe
workplace.

What Wellness Issues are
Affecting Contractors?
By Nick Dmitrovich

I

n a time when fewer workers are experiencing jobsite injuries due to a much greater emphasis on safety, there are still several unique
wellness concerns affecting the industry today.
Some you’d expect, such as musculoskeletal
problems caused by years of hard work on the
job. Others are less apparent on the surface, such
as mental health conditions. In any case, they’re
all threatening to worker health and safety.
Although construction is an industry
where it literally pays to be tough, it’s still just
a job, and every American worker deserves a
safe workplace. Understanding these conditions is key to addressing them, so let’s take a
closer look at three wellness issues facing the
construction industry that we don’t often hear
much about.

Suicide
The construction industry has the second-highest suicide rate out of all other industry categories (farming, fishing, and
forestry workers has the first), coming in at
53.3 deaths per 100,000 workers, according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). The reasons behind this
truth are many. For starters, construction is
a male-dominated field and suicide rates in
general are higher for males on average.
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15% of construction workers struggle with substance abuse –
nearly twice the national average.
Opioids account for about 20% of all total spending on prescription drugs in the construction industry – far higher than its share
in other industries.
And across the Midwest, 60% to 80% of all workers compensation
claims have involved opioids.

Looking a little deeper though, we begin to see underlying factors that both compound the problem and prevent individuals
in need from seeking help. One can’t “shake
off ” mental health in the same way they could
overcome the pain of banging their knee on a
jobsite. Yet, many affected individuals remain
committed to the culture of toughness in the
industry and never seek the appropriate care
they actually need. The added layer of stigma
only perpetuates this unfortunate truth even
further.
Combine that with other common factors like unpredictable employment, chronic
pain, time away from family, pressure to finish projects, substance abuse, alcoholism, and
access to means of suicide (such as tall buildings) and you have a recipe for disaster.
The industry needs a shift in perception.
Supervisors need to be trained to recognize the signs of mental fitness for duty in
the same ways they would recognize physical ones. Also, the culture of stigma around
mental health in construction needs to be dissolved to enable individuals to feel like they
can reach out for the help they need. These
might seem like lofty goals, but there’s no reason they can’t be incorporated into any construction firm’s safety practices.

Opioids
You’ve likely read or heard about the horrible ways in which opioids are ravaging communities around the country, but you might
not be aware that its effect on the Midwestern
construction industry has been described by
experts as “devastating.” Earlier this year, a report was published by the Midwest Economic Policy Institute which found that opioids
“killed nearly 1,000 Midwest construction
workers at a cost of more than $5 billion to
the region’s construction industry in 2015.”
Making matters much worse is the widespread reporting of the nationwide opioid crisis having grown considerably since the timeframe in which that study focused – meaning
the number of deaths is likely to inflate.
“What makes construction so vulnerable to this epidemic is the physical nature
of the work,” said report author Jill Manzo.
“Injury rates are 77% higher in construction
than other occupations, and the financial
incentive to get back to work before their
bodies are healed is leading many down a
path that can ultimately lead to abuse and
even death.”
According to the National Safety Council’s 2017 Survey on Drug Use and Substance Abuse:
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Skin Conditions
Skin diseases are among the most prevalent occupational health
threats facing workers in construction. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) reports that occupational skin
disorders are the second-most-common type of workplace illness, behind only back injuries.
Allergies and contact with irritating or harmful chemicals, such as
the kinds encountered by thousands of construction workers every day,
are typically the biggest culprits in construction-related skin diseases.
This is definitely one department in construction where it doesn’t
pay to be tough and ignore personal protective gear. Chemical burns
and contact dermatitis are nasty conditions, sometimes taking weeks
to clear up completely. Supervisors and workers need to be fully aware
of the hazards and ways they can mitigate the risks. If the offending
Source: TechPoint
substance cannot be removed from the jobsite, then appropriate protective gear needs to be worn.

Stay Safe
Now’s the best time for the industry to begin addressing these
health issues and the numerous others that affect workers on construction jobsites. Overall, the industry is going a great job of reducing hazards and protecting employees, as a robust culture of safety has taken
root. All that remains to be done is to build upon that success by
broadening the parameters of safety programs. ◆
For more heath topics and lots of other business news stories,
check out BuildingIndiana.com.
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Green and Sustainable

Indiana American Water’s
Major Upgrades, $45M
and $23M
WAYNE AND DELAWARE COUNTIES

Investing in
Green
Big Projects to
Enhance Sustainability
By Nick Dmitrovich

J

udging by the amount of investments
into sustainable projects that have been
announced this year, it’s clear there must
be a strong ROI and other incentives for going
green – not to mention the benefits to the environment. Indiana’s portfolio of green infrastructure is going to get a huge boost in 2018
and many of the projects have already begun.

DePauw University
Investing $40M to
Cut Emissions
by 28%
PUTNAM COUNTY
Image of DePauw
University’s campus
in Greencastle
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DePauw University is investing $40
million to significantly reduce the university’s carbon footprint, improve energy efficiency and fund new and enhanced
residential living space. The new plan will
reportedly save an estimated $750,000 annually in energy expenditures and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions 28%.
The investment includes $12 million to
fund new HVAC technology, upgrade heat
and water delivery systems, provide LED
lighting throughout campus, and
a plan to install
DePauw’s first array of solar panels.
DePauw will also
convert its heating
system to natural
gas from steam,
which contributes
to 43% of the uni-

versity’s energy usage, according to Warren Whitesell, associate vice president for
facilities management.
“These new systems will also utilize
less electricity, which costs five times
as much and produces more greenhouse
gases than natural gas. Locally, electricity is primarily sourced from coal, which
is more harmful to the environment than
other energy sources,” Whitesell said.
Ecosystem, a firm based in Quebec,
Ontario that specializes in complex, interconnected energy systems that increase
efficiencies and drive out waste, will work
with DePauw to design and implement the
plan. The energy plans, and other projects
the university is undertaking, will be implemented through tax-exempt financing
secured from BMO Harris Banking.
“With interest rates still historically
low, the timing is good for investments
that will help DePauw achieve a longterm, sustainable campus and a thriving
living-learning community,” said Bob
Leonard, vice president for finance and
administration.
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Indiana American Water
has been making major investments to its water treatment facilities in several different cities
throughout the state this year.
Just a few weeks ago, the company broke ground on a $45
million upgrade the Richmond
water treatment facility and
earlier in the year the company
began work on a $23 million
upgrade in Muncie.
The $45 million project in
Richmond includes construction of a new water treatment facility to replace the existing one
located near Middlefork Reservoir on the city’s
northeast side. The new facility will improve water
quality and help the company to meet new, more
stringent water quality regulations from the Environmental Protection Agency, reduce disinfection
by-products in the finished drinking water, and
enhance plant safety.
“While we have continued to upgrade our
infrastructure over the years in this community,
these investments will help us to take our water
quality, service and reliability to a new level of
excellence,” said Indiana American Water President Deborah Dewey.
The project is expected to be completed
by the end of 2019. Hazen & Sawyer and River City Construction are designing and constructing the new facilities.
In Muncie, the utility firm has begun the
second phase of construction on the city’s
water treatment facility. The $23 million
project will replace the existing White River
intake and antiquated and obsolete raw water pumping facilities.
A new chemical building that is being
constructed as part of the project will further
enhance safety at the water treatment plant by
incorporating safer and more robust chemical
containment and storage features.
A new raw water pump station is also being
constructed to improve system reliability by replacing pumps and electrical equipment that, in
many instances, have been in service for more
than a half-century. The facility will be moved
from its existing location to a slightly higher elevation, removing it from the 100-year flood zone
for the White River and making it less suscepti-

DEDICATED TO
NORTHWEST INDIANA
BUSINESS
We have built an expert team of bankers who grew up here, live here,
work here, and they understand what it takes to run a company in
the region. We’re proud to offer capabilities that businesses in
Northwest Indiana can count on including lending support, leasing
options, treasury management tools, and more. With a dedication to
Northwest Indiana and a focus on personalized relationships, we’re
committed to helping your business reach its short-term and longterm financial goals.

nwi.wintrust.com | 219-515-5072
Banking products provided by Wintrust Financial Corp. banks.
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The Groundbreaking for Indiana American Water’s Richmond Water Treatment Facility. From l to r: Brandon
Thomas, Rick Thomas, Eric Bursott, Richard Miller, David Laliberte, Stacy Hoffman, Jeff Raatz, District 27;
Deborah Dewey, Dave Snow, Doug Brock,Wade Amos, Jeffrey Locke, Richmond.

ble to outages and damage from flooding.
This project is also expected to be completed
by the end of 2019. The design team of Gannett
Fleming and Reynolds Construction is designing
and constructing the new facilities.

Partnership Developing
Indiana’s Largest Solar
Array So Far
RANDOLPH
COUNTY
Preliminary
plans and purchase agreements are in
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place between two organizations that have
partnered together to bring what will become
the state’s largest solar energy array to life.
Bloomington-based Hoosier Energy Rural
Electric Cooperative and global energy company EDP Renewables (EDPR) are working
together to establish 200 MW Riverstart Solar
Park in Randolph County.
The solar park is expected to be operational in
2022 and will be the largest solar array in the state,
producing enough clean electricity to power approximately 37,000 households. Once it’s complete the
project will reportedly increase Indiana’s current
cumulative solar capacity by more than 70%.
This commitment by Hoosier Energy will bene-

fit 18-consumer owned electric cooperatives in central and southern Indiana and southeast Illinois that
serve more than 300,000 homes, farms, and businesses. Under the PPA, Hoosier Energy will receive
all energy from the solar park for 20 years.
“The Riverstart Solar Park will provide an economical source of renewable energy for the next two
decades and is a great fit for our members’ long-term
needs,” noted Hoosier Energy CEO Steve Smith. “We
appreciate the relationship we have with EDPR and
look forward to working with them to make this
project a success.”
“EDP Renewables is pleased to advance our
partnership with Hoosier Energy and to diversify
our renewable energy portfolio in Indiana with the
addition of the Riverstart Solar Park,” said João Manso Neto, EDP Renewables CEO.
“Our company looks forward to bringing more
clean, low-cost energy to consumers served by Hoosier Energy member cooperatives,” added Miguel
Ángel Prado, EDP Renewables North America CEO.
Through this agreement, EDPR will further increase its renewable energy footprint in Indiana. To
date, EDPR has more than 800 MW of operational
wind in the state and will have another 200 MW wind
farm online by the end of 2018 in Benton County. ◆
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Lifelong Learning

Steer Them
Back to the
Trades
New Recruitment
Endeavors in 2018
By Nick Dmitrovich

A

bout 8 in 10 construction firms are
having a hard time finding qualified
people to fill their open positions. Earlier this year, the Indiana Builders Association
reported there are an average of over 3,000 annual job openings in construction and similar
fields in Indiana currently. Many of these open
positions aren’t taking in very many applications, further complicating things. The state
projects that by 2024 there will be over 30,300
construction trade jobs to be filled.
This problem’s been around for several years
now and the reasons behind it are plenty. The
recession drove people out of the industry, older
workers are retiring, younger people aren’t as interested in construction, schools are not showing students much detail about the trades, too
much emphasis is placed on going to college,
construction isn’t an attractive job, and on and
on. Each of these reasons are true, to one degree
or another, but individually they’re only partially the case of the problem.
This shortage is affecting almost every aspect of the industry, even all the way down
the line to the consumer. With less workers
on the job, wages have gone up. But due to
constraints on projects caused by a lack of labor, prices have gone up too. Many companies
have even unable to bid on larger projects because they lack the number of people required
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to bring the projects to completion.
“A shortage of skilled labor is one of the
most prominent challenges facing our industry
today,” says Rick Wajda, Chief Executive Officer
of the Indiana Builders Association.
In an effort to reverse the trend, construction firms and related organizations have
launched new initiatives to both promote the
quality, high-paying careers that are out there
and develop the kind of candidates they need.
A recent example would be the new program formed earlier this year called Build
Your Future Indiana, which was created via a
partnership between the Indiana Builders As-

80% of U.S.
construction
companies
can’t find
the workers
they need.

Source: Associated General
Contractors of America

sociation, the Indiana Construction Roundtable Foundation, and the Builders Association
of Greater Indianapolis (BAGI). The threeyear partnership comes as part of an effort
to create awareness and resources that attract
young workers to commercial, residential and
road building industries.
Build Your Future Indiana works to fight the
skilled labor shortage by curating career information from professionals across the industry
to highlight key aspects and opportunities for
each trade career path. This information has
been developed into an interactive career match
quiz online and comprehensive resources that
are currently being delivered face to face by invested industry professionals at career fairs and
schools. The point is to get young people thinking differently about the trades, and to clear
misconceptions.
“This collaborative effort aims to eliminate
misconceptions about careers in this industry
and emphasize that there are many paths that
the next generation of potential workers can
maximize in order to find success,” says Steve
Lains, Chief Executive Officer of the Builders
Association of Greater Indianapolis.
“It’s time that students become informed
of all the career paths available to them, not
just traditional four-year degree plans,” says
Chris Price, President of Indiana Construction
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Roundtable Foundation.
Through the program, trade professionals
will work to spread awareness about the vast
amount of employment opportunities available
in construction and other trades. Local employers, associations and schools are encouraged to
conduct job fairs, panel discussions and local
community events to inform students of the
benefits of choosing a career path in skilled
trade industries.
In other areas of the state, private companies are even taking it upon themselves to develop their own talent pipelines. Many are increasingly stepping up their own recruitment
efforts by employing individuals specifically
for that function. One of the key activities often conducted by these recruiters is the active
formation of relationships with local schools
to have a hand in shaping the way students are
exposed to the trades.
Also, even though it may sound a little silly,
there has been a growing trend of making construction firms more “hip” through modernization. The logic here is that advanced technologies like drones, robots, and computer modeling
can help a company market itself to younger

Construction has an
average turnover rate
of 21.4%, making it one
of the highest rates of
Source: BLS
all industries.
56% of builders
report they are
suffering due to
the effects of
the skilled labor
Source:
shortage.
National Association

of Hvme Builders

workers as a more attractive place to work.
All of these efforts will be great for one thing:
getting new people engaged with the building
trades. That may be the industry’s foremost
concern. It’s not the first choice on most people’s minds when they contemplate new careers,
and that’s what has to change. Construction jobs
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need to be billed as high-quality livelihoods
where people can find success. It’ll take a concerted effort on behalf of many to make that
happen, but it’s highly doable. ◆
For more education and workforce
development topics, check out
BuildingIndiana.com.
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Marketing

Involve the Client in
the Solution

How to Rebuild
a Bridge

A great way to curb some of the client’s
frustration after a mistake has been made
is to actively involve them in the process of
finding a solution. Experts agree that, frequently, the upset client’s own recommendations can be more advantageous for your
company than the options you might have
offered in the first place. You may even discover options together your company had
previously never considered.
Once again, this really harkens back to understanding the needs of the client and can be
a great way to show them that your company

Restoring Client Trust
After a Screw Up
By Nick Dmitrovich

Americans tell an
average of 15 people
about a poor service
experience,
versus the 11 people
they’ll tell about a
good experience.
Source: American Express 2017 Customer Service Barometer

cares. They’ll be left feeling like their concerns
were validated and that your company appreciates their business.

33% of Americans
say they’ll
consider switching

Make it Right

companies after

Obviously, once you and the client determine what course of action your company is going to take to address the problem, you should
follow through with that as promptly as possible.
That shouldn’t be your last step though, because
you have a great opportunity to personalize your
resolution with something a little extra to let the
client know you care. Going above and beyond
expectations builds loyalty, even in difficult
times when you’re trying to make things right.
It’s a great way to reflect your company’s commitment to quality.

just a single

Learn from Your Mistake
Now that the challenge of making things
right has passed, it would be a great time to
review your protocols and train your staff
about ways to make sure it doesn’t happen
again. Also, if you’ve documented your interactions with the client throughout this
process, that record could also serve as a

instance of poor
service.
Source: American Express 2017 Customer Service Barometer

valuable training tool for posterity.
No mistake exists in a vacuum, and even
random flukes can happen a second time if
not properly prevented. Use this opportunity to review and improve rather than move
on and forget. In the end, even though your
relationship with the client was damaged in
the short term, managing the mistake in the
appropriate ways can actually lead to a much
stronger relationship with them over the long
haul. All it takes is a little bit of courage, empathy, and patience. ◆

For more marketing topics, visit
BuildingIndiana.com.

YOUR HI-REACH EQUIPMENT PROFESSIONALS

O

ne would think that years of
continual building between
two parties would mean that
trust, a key factor in just about every
conceivable relationship, would be a
rock-solid thing. But that’s not really
the case. Trust is more like a tower of
un-mortared bricks. Left untroubled,
they could conceivably stand forever. If struck hard enough, the whole
thing could easily forever down.
In business, one mistake can break
years of trust formed between you and a
client. In some cases, it could affect your
company’s relationship with an entire industry’s worth of clients.
Without going into detail about the
millions of ways one could produce a major screw up, let’s examine ways to rebuild
the bridge. After client trust is broken,
what are some strategies we should use to
rectify the situation?
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Level with Them, and
Apologize
When you or one of your employees makes
an error that irritates a customer, don’t try to
minimize the issue. Don’t make excuses or try
to hope they don’t notice the mistake. Be direct and tell the truth about what happened.
The truth can be hard, but it’s efficient.
After one negative
experience,
51% of customers
will never do
business with
that company
again.
Source: Newvoicemedia.com

Fabricating and maintaining a story requires a
larger amount of cognitive effort than simply
being real with your client. Also, long term,
they’re more likely to respect your honesty

and integrity if you’re straight with them.
So, your first step should always be to own
your screw up and apologize. Research shows
that a genuine apology can actually strengthen client relationships and improve satisfaction, even during a challenging situation
(Gallup, TARP).

SCISSORLIFTS TO 56’

TELEHANDLERS TO 12000#

BOOMLIFTS TO 191’

AERIAL LIFT SERVICE
CROWN POINT, IN • SOUTH BEND, IN • LEMONT, IL • SOUTH BELOIT, IL • EAST DUNDEE, IL

Listen and Understand
It might sound like an uncomfortable conversation, but if your company takes the time
to listen to how your mistake has impacted
your customer there’s a lot of valuable information to be gained. Also, your own empathy for their plight can contribute volumes to
your rapport.
In listening to a client’s needs and how your
mistake has failed to meet them, you’ll be given valuable insight into ways you can find a
solution to the current problem and meet their
needs in the future. In that regard, you’ll not
only be working to preserve their business, but
possibly building upon it at a later time.
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Last Word

Together, We Get to
the Next Level
Diverse Input and Direction Builds Indiana
By Elaine Bedel, President of the Indiana Economic Development Corporationy

D

uring Governor Holcomb’s tenure, Hoosiers have heard a lot about additional investment and culminated in the aptly named Renaissance
taking Indiana to the next level: Next Level Roads, Next Level Jobs, District. With unused dark fiber-optic cables abundant in South Bend,
and the Next Level Fund, just to name a few key initiatives. What
the area is primed for the high-paying, high-tech jobs of tomorrow that
ties it all together is a calculated effort to strengthen Indiana through proacwill fuel growth and prosperity.
tive policymaking and leadership. As the state’s lead economic development
To the east of South Bend, northeast Indiana envisioned a future that
agency, the Indiana Economic Development Corporation has a tradition of leveraged the natural beauty of its communities, including one of its most
working collaboratively with agency partners and local stakeholders alike. iconic amenities – the Embassy Theatre in Fort Wayne. Four floors of the
The results can be seen in innovative programs that empower communities key downtown arts and entertainment venue were revitalized after nearly
to create and envision their own next level.
40 years to include a two-story ballroom and rooftop patio, classrooms,
The Regional Cities Initiative represents a concerted effort to cre- breakout and rehearsal spaces, and new concessions areas. With the supate solutions around familiar challenges: how to attract and retain tal- port of the Regional Cities Initiative, the Embassy Theatre will continue
ent, prepare for the jobs of tomorrow, and create a better quality of life to attract new visitors to northeast Indiana for generations to come.
for Hoosiers. With solutions in mind, the IEDC researched how peer
Further south in Evansville, leaders in the southwest region saw
cities successfully approached economic
great value in the newly-established Indiana
development and found that they all have
University Medical School and its accomThe
Regional
Cities
Initiative
bold, strategic visions to create places that
panying scientific talent. The University of
welcomed talent and fostered community represents a concerted effort to Southern Indiana, University of Evansville
vitality. From this research, the Regional create solutions around familiar and Indiana University have embraced a
Cities Initiative was born.
challenges: how to attract and theme of academic collaboration, allowing
The Regional Cities Initiative model emretain talent, prepare for the jobs students to learn and conduct research in
powers communities across Indiana to come
state-of-the-art facilities. Starting this Auof tomorrow, and create a better gust, Evansville will have a vibrant comtogether as regions to transform their comquality of life for Hoosiers.
munities into nationally-recognized desmunity of medical professionals and an intinations to live, work and play. Economic
creased availability of quality medical care
growth and job creation initiatives require
in southwest Indiana.
robust planning and solid investment, not quick-fix solutions lacking in
Indiana’s quality of place initiatives are driven not by the state but
a long-term vision. To support this bold vision, the state of Indiana com- through collaboration with communities, encouraging them to come
mitted $126 million in match funding for quality of place projects across together across county lines and across industries to build a cohesive
the state. Since 2016, Indiana has leveraged $116 million to secure a total long-term vision for the future. Diverse input and direction are evident
of $1.2 billion in funding 56 brick-and-mortar projects that will enhance in these plans, with each region leveraging its assets and celebrating its
culture, connectivity and livability in Indiana.
success. With seven Regional Cities Initiative projects already complete
In north central Indiana, the Studebaker Campus in South Bend
and many more underway, it is clear that taking Indiana to the next level
closed down in 1963, creating a vacancy in the fabric of the downtown
means more than jobs and high-tech facilities – it is the promise of a
district for over five decades. Public and private sector leaders collab- quality environment in which to raise a family and follow your dreams. ◆
orated to develop a bold plan to revitalize the massive campus, transforming more than 1 million square feet of abandoned buildings into an
innovation hub for high-tech and small businesses alike. What started as
Are you interested in being a contributor in an issue of Building
Indiana? Email editor@BuildingIndiana.com!
a relatively small investment to renovate the buildings’ facade attracted
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CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE. IT’S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS EXPECT.

Consistent performance has enabled Matrix North American Construction, formerly Kvaerner North
American Construction, to become one of the premier industrial construction and maintenance firms in North
America. From our executive team to our experienced field staff and craftworkers, we approach each project
as a partnership with our client. This personal attention to detail, combined with the expertise of our people,
is reflected in our comprehensive training, high standards and work performance. This enables us not only to
complete quality projects safely and efficiently, but consistently.

Iron & Steel - Industrial - Oil, Gas & Chemical - Power Generation

matrixnac.com
P 219 931 6600
4508 Columbia Ave., Hammond, IN 46327
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